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Bioluminescence imaging (BLI) is gaining acceptance as a small animal imaging modality 

useful for visualizing cellular and molecular activity in vivo, and especially for evaluating 

tumor development and efficacies of treatments.  Various studies have validated the 

technique for a number of purposes, including the quantification of tumor burden; however, 

many basic questions have not been investigated whose answers may ultimately impact the 

conclusions drawn from the results.  Primarily, consideration of the impact of BLI emission 

kinetics has not been rigorously addressed. This study provides information on the effects of 
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different routes of luciferin substrate injection on the BLI kinetic profile, including time to 

peak emission, magnitude of peak emission, and emission decay characteristics.  This study 

also presents for the first time the use of subcutaneous (s.c.) luciferin injection and the use of 

s.c. luciferin injection followed by continuous s.c. infusion (s.c.i.) for establishment of stable 

BLI light emission.  Further, results are presented of the kinetic profile changes associated 

with 1) inhaled and injected anesthesia; and 2) ambient air heating on mouse core 

temperature.  The study demonstrated substantial differences in the peak light emission with i.v. 

providing the highest, with s.c., s.c.i. and i.p yielding 30% or less of the light emission of the i.v. 

route.  The correlations between tumor burden and BLI light emission were moderately strong 

(R>0.75) for each administration route, but at varying times following injection, providing 

information for establishment of optimal image start times.  Surprisingly, ambient cooling of the 

animal while under anesthesia yielded peak light emissions of up to 100% higher than those obtained 

when ambient air heating was used to maintain mouse core temperature.  Finally, guidelines are 

presented to aid investigators in development of BLI study design to give due consideration 

to luciferin administration routes, anesthesia protocol, and animal temperature maintenance. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

1.1 Luciferin/luciferase bioluminescence reaction. 

Chemiluminescence is a chemical reaction in which light of any wavelength, but 

more often referring to visible light, is emitted without the coincident generation of heat.  

Bioluminescence is a special case of chemiluminescence in which the chemical reaction 

occurs between at least two molecules in a living biological organism.  The substrate 

molecule, which emits the light through an oxidative reaction, is broadly called a luciferin 

(“light bearer”), and luciferase is a generic name for an enzyme, which acts as a catalyst in a 

bioluminescent reaction.  The reaction further may or may not require other cofactors to act 

on either the luciferin or luciferase. 

Luciferase and luciferin occur naturally in bacteria, fungi, dinoflagellates, radiolarians 

and about 17 metazoan phyla and 700 genera with more than 30 independent origins [1], but 

in all cases the light emitting reaction is not a necessity.  Some organisms have only the 

luciferase enzyme and require acquisition of the luciferin by ingestion.  While the intent of 

the reaction is not universally accepted, there is evidence that the main purpose of the 

luciferin is to produce an antioxidant defense mechanism at the cellular level, optimized by 

the catalyzing luciferase, with the resultant light emissions being subsequently used by the 

organism for ancillary purposes including communication and prey deception [2]. 

There are many luciferin/luciferase bioluminescence emitting system mechanisms, 

with five basic and well understood systems [3-5]: bacterial [6], dinoflagellate, coelenterate 

[7], firefly [8], and Vargula.  Two mechanisms are of particular interest in the subject 
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research.  The first is that of the North American firefly (beetle) Photinus pyralis.  The 

second is that of the coelenterate jellyfish Aequorea.  In the Aequorea, while the luciferase 

and the substrate luciferin (known as coelenterazine) provide the bioluminescent reaction, the 

accessory photoprotein, green fluorescent protein (GFP), is actually of more interest in 

imaging studies [9]. 

Owing to its extensive use in both in vitro and in vivo applications, the mechanism 

and chemical reaction of the light emission from P. pyralis have been extensively studied, 

with the much of the early work performed and reported by bioluminescence pioneers 

Marlene DeLuca and William McElroy at UC San Diego and Emil White and Bruce 

Branchini at Johns Hopkins University.  The complex reaction is understood to be a 

luciferase catalyzed activation of luciferin with oxygen in the presence of cofactors with the 

subsequent emission of light [8, 10-18] as shown in Figure 1.1: 

Nomenclature: 

D-Firefly luciferin, CAS #2591-17-5, C11H8N2O3S2 [19] 

(S)-4,5-dihydro-2-(6-hydroxy-2-benzo-thiazoloyl)-4-thiazolecarboxylic acid      

Luc Firefly luciferase gene: Photinus-luciferin 4-monooxygenase (ATP-

hydrolysing) – IUBMB Enzyme Nomenclature EC 1.13.12.7  [20] 

ATP Adenosine triphosphate 

AMP Adenosine monophosphate 
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Figure 1.1 - Bioluminescence from D-luciferin oxidation catalyzed by firefly luciferase 
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In the first step of the reaction, the substrates luciferin [Figure 1.1(a)] and cation-complexed 

ATP form a ternary complex [Figure 1.1(b) - Luciferyl AMP or luciferyl adenylate] with 

luciferase.  Next, a proton is abstracted from the C-4 carbon of the adenylate forming an acid 

anhydride with the release of pyrophosphate, then oxidized by molecular oxygen creating 

highly reactive cyclic peroxide, dioxetanone [Figs. 1.1(c-d)].  Decarboxylation of the 

peroxide leads to formation of oxyluciferin in a singlet electronically excited state, keto- 

form, which under basic conditions (pH>7.0) rapidly transforms into the enol-form after C-5 

proton removal. Upon de-excitation of the oxyluciferin to the ground state,  light is emitted 

[8, 13, 15]. 

 The quantity of light emission is strongly affected by oxygen availability [21], 

hypoxia [22], luciferase degradation [23], hemorrhaging [24], enzyme turnover in the 

presence of luciferin [25], etc.  
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1.2 Tissue optics. 

The largest drawback to bioluminescence imaging is the minimal thickness of less 

than several millimeters of tissues that light from reporters penetrates before being 

significantly attenuated by absorption and scattering.  The problem has been widely 

researched [26-33] and it is well recognized that the dominant interaction of light at optical 

wavelengths is elastic scattering, described by the mean number of scatters per unit length, 

µs.  The scatter coefficient, µs, of many soft tissues has been measured and theoretically 

calculated by many techniques, and is typically within the range of 10 – 100 mm-1 [34].  The 

scattering coefficient is further refined by taking into account the asymmetry of the direction 

of scatter known as the anisotropy coefficient, g, where g is the mean cosine of the single 

scatter phase function.  This yields a characteristic transport scatter coefficient, where µs' = 

µs(1-g).  For most tissues, g is about 0.7 to 0.9 and µs' is on the order of 1 mm-1.  This 

scattering causes blurring and is the major problem in being able to use optical light for fine 

discrimination of structures and imaging of biological processes in tissues. 

The second mode of interaction is the light absorption, µa, which is strongly affected 

by the specific chromophores in the tissue constituents.  Due to its abundance, water is the 

dominant chromophore, and is strongly absorbing below 300 nm and above 1000 nm. Below 

580 nm, hemoglobin is a very strong absorber and provides the largest impact on light 

transmittance.  At 580 nm, both oxygenated hemoglobin (HbO2) and deoxygenated 

hemoglobin (Hb) light absorption fall sharply between two and three orders of magnitude 
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compared to that at 400 nm, with a relative plateau up to 950 nm, as shown in Figure 1.2 

adapted from [26, 28, 35-39]. 

The use of fluorescent proteins and bioluminescent reporters provides the ability to 

track molecular and cellular changes in vivo over a period of time with minimal or no impact 

on the organism.  Green fluorescent protein (GFP) is the most widely studied and used 

fluorescent protein (actually an accessory protein) with a maximum emission, λmax, of 504 

nm [9, 40] and has been cloned and mutated numerous times in attempts to achieve longer 

wavelengths [41, 42].  These include the commercial DsRed (λmax = 583 nm) and the longest 

waveshifted drFP616 (λmax = 616 nm) [43-47].  As discussed earlier, the P. pyralis luciferase 

enzyme that catalyzes luciferin in the presence of ATP has a λmax of 562 nm. 

As shown in Figure 1.2, the current fluorescent proteins and firefly 

luciferase/luciferin have a λmax within the highly absorbing ranges of hemoglobin, although 

drFP616 is on the decreasing slope of the absorption curve.  In this range, the absorption of 

water is 3 to 4 orders of magnitude less than the hemoglobin, but the relative amounts of each 

affects the total absorption. 

The effect of the absorption of light emission by hemoglobin is shown in Figure 1.3 

where the vasculature between the tumor and camera is presented as a shadow image.  

Further, hemoglobin can cause artifacts or confounds in quantifying tumor size based upon 

light emission (discussed in Chapter 4).  The 2-D BLI light image of an s.c. tumor in the 

anesthesia study (discussed in Chapter 5), shows a dark, potentially necrotic area of the 

tumor; however, upon removing the skin above the tumor, Figure 1.4 shows that the dark 
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area was caused by major vascular supply to the tumor.  This was further confirmed by the 

H&E staining (nor presents). 

The depth of penetration of light through tissue is a substantial constraint and has 

been researched in the applications of a number of medical fields including diagnostics, 

photodynamic therapy and medical imaging [33, 48-53].  To assist in an experimental design 

in collaboration with the Shay lab, a first order estimate of light transmittance was calculated 

in accordance with the method presented by Tromberg et al. [54].  In non-transparent, turbid 

media, consistent with most tissue, both scattering and absorption contribute to distance-

dependent light attenuation. Additionally, with multiple scattering, the light intensity 

decreases according to: 

zeffeII µ−= 0         Eqn. 1.1 
 

( )[ 2/1'3 −+= saaeff µµµµ ]

)

      Eqn. 1.2 
 

( gss −= 1' µµ        Eqn. 1.3 
 
    where, I0 = Initial emission intensity 

     I = final emission intensity 

     µeff = effective attenuation coefficient 

     µa =  absorption coefficient 

µs’=  reduced scattering coefficient 

g = angular dependence of scattering 

z = depth of light source 

 

 Given the heterogeneity of the tissues that the light penetrates following emission 

from an i.p. tumor, there is no single absorption coefficient, scattering coefficient, or 
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scattering angle.  Further, the light from the bioluminescence or fluorescence is not emitted at 

a single frequency, but rather over a narrow wavelength spectrum with a certain peak.  The 

absorption and scattering coefficient, as well as the scattering angle, are also dependent upon 

wavelength.  Therefore, no single effective attenuation coefficient is universally applicable 

and µs’ varies widely.  Figure 1.5 provides a graph of the effect of µeff on light transmittance, 

the ratio of the light emitted from the source to that which is emitted from the tissue.  If a 

tissue mass is assumed to emit equal quanta of light throughout the depth, with tissue self-

attenuation the total light emitted reaches an asymptotic maximum.  This can also be 

displayed as shown in Figure 1.6, as the depth of tissue at which the amount of light reaches 

a certain value, namely 95% in this case. 

Another limitation is that the refractive index of mammalian tissue is approximately 

1.4.  Thus, there is a reflection of the emitted light at the tissue/air boundary of 

approximately 50% [53]. 
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Figure 1.2 – Attenuation coefficents and selected imaging reporters 
(Adapted fromWeissleder [35]) 



 

 
 

Figure 1.3 – Hemoglobin absorption of light emission showing vasculature above the tumor 
 
 

   (A)      (B) 
 

Figure 1.4 – Effects of hemoglobin on bioluminescent imaging. 
A) Bioluminscent light emission from a massive subcutaneous tumor with a large, dark area 

of the tumor thought to be necrotic.  B) Upon removing the skin from above the tumor, it was 
determined that the dark areas were caused by the tumor blood supply from the skin 

absorbing the light emission (The animal is rotated slightly towards the top compared to the 
BLI image.)  The tumor was determined by H&E staining to not be necrotic in the dark areas.
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1.3 Bioluminescence imaging. 

1.3.1 CCD camera hardware in bioluminescence imaging 

The first generation of bioluminescence imaging system used in the Division of 

Advanced Radiological Sciences is based upon the Cookbook 245 charge-coupled device 

(CCD) camera, as described in The CCD Camera Cookbook [55].  The camera was built by 

Dr. Shreefal Mehta, Trung Nguyen, Billy Smith and Dr. Edmond Richer in the Division of 

Advanced Radiological Sciences at the University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center at 

Dallas (UTSWMC).  It incorporates a Texas Instruments TC245 black and white, frame 

transfer CCD image sensor with an image area of 786 (H) x 488 (V) pixels, producing an 

image of 252 (H) x 242 (V) pixels. The camera head consists of the CCD-chip, a two-stage 

Peltier element glued to a plate, the cooling element and a heat sink.  A cooling system 

provides 0º C coolant to cool the CCD to –20º C to minimize the dark current.  The camera is 

controlled by, and the image is captured on, a personal computer for further image processing 

using the CBWinCam software package (described later). Figure 1.7 shows a representative 

configuration of the imaging system set up for small animal imaging.  Figure 1.8 shows the 

small animal anesthesia system. 

In support of my research, I built a second generation optical imaging system.  For 

image acquisition, I assembled primarily from a kit a Genesis CCD camera, which was based 

upon the French Audine astronomical camera.  I selected and installed a high performance 

Kodak KAF-0402ME CCD with micro-lenses for wide range image sensing in the 350nm to 

1000nm range. The spectral response for this lens is shown in Figure 1.9 [56], and shows the 

relatively high efficiency in the 500 to 700 nm range of interest for bioluminscent imaging.  
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This research provides the first application of this camera, CCD and software for 

bioluminescence imaging.  The camera is a black and white, full-frame CCD, with an image 

area of 786 (H) x 512 (V) pixels, and a photoactive area of 6.91 mm x 4.6 mm. The camera 

head incorporates all of the control electronics and consists of the CCD-chip, a Peltier 

cooling element and heat sink (Figure 1.10) and the CCD cool is controlled by a PIC 

controller with feedback from the heat sink temperature (Figure 1.11).  A circulating coolant 

system provided to the CCD heat sink reduces the CCD temperature to as low as –40° C, 

thereby minimizing the dark current.  The camera is controlled by and the image is captured 

on a personal computer (Figure 1.11) for further image processing using the Pisco software 

(described later).    The camera was modified to allow for placement of filters within the 

cameral body, and the system was supplemented with a 100W metal halide light source with 

dual line light fiber optics (Dolan-Jenner Industries) for illumination during fluorescence 

imaging.  Excitation filters are placed in the light source to match the illumination with the 

correct excitation frequency and emission filters placed in the camera to discriminate the 

fluorescence of interest (Figures 1.12 and 1.13).  This system has the capability to image any 

optical reporter such as luciferase, GFP, dyes, or “beacons,” and can be used for in vivo and 

in vitro imaging support of cellular and molecular imaging projects. 

I also designed and manufactured a light-tight box for controlled conditions for 

imaging and ease in modification for associated imaging applications.  I also included an 

LED source to allow for acquisition of “light images” of animals for overlay positioning of 

the animal with the acquired images. 
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Prior to 2005, most of the literature reported bioluminescent light emission in relative 

light units (r.l.u., R.L.U. or rlu) as a qualitative measure since most imaging systems used 

black and white CCDs for image capture.  This practice was followed in reporting the results 

in this dissertation.  However, an approximation can be determined for reporting the results 

in photons per centimeter squared per steradian per second (ph/cm2/sr/sec).  The major 

limitations in conversion from rlu to ph/cm2/sr/sec are the facts that the light emission from 

bioluminescence is a continuous spectrum over a range of wavelengths and that the spectrum 

in vivo may have a pH dependent shift, as shown in Figure 1.14 [13], may be temperature 

dependent (personal communication with Christopher Contag and [57]), and may be tissue 

depth dependent [57].  Further, the efficiency of the CCD itself is wavelength dependent, as 

shown in Figure 1.9.  While the radiance in Watts/cm2/sr can be easily measured with a 

radiometer, the conversion to ph/cm2/sr/sec is dependent upon these many factors which are 

dependent upon the wavelength of the light being measured, and is not a discrete value. 

While all data is reported in rlu in this dissertation, an approximation of a conversion 

factor of bioluminescence light emission to ph/cm2/sr/sec for the Genesis CCD was 

developed using a light box built by Dr. Edmond Richer.  No conversion factor was 

developed for the TC245 since it was disabled prior to Dr. Richer building the light box.  

This light box had many equally-spaced light emitting diodes (LEDs) with emissions 

centered at 580 nm, near the peak of the luciferase/luciferin light emission, and dual 

polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE or Teflon®) diffusion filters providing a relatively constant 

radiance over the imaging area.  Serial 10-second images were acquired with the Genesis 

CCD system, and normalized to 1-second image imaging, providing an average of 569.2 
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(±0.4 SE) rlu/sec over the imaging area.  The light box emission was also measured over the 

surface of the diffuser with a National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) 

traceable research radiometer (Model IL1700, International Light Technologies, Inc., 

Peabody, MA) which had been calibrated to display radiance in Watts/cm2/sr.  The light box 

provided 3.72 (±0.05 SE) x 10-4 Watts/cm2/sr.  Using the energy of the light at 580 nm, the 

light emission was converted to 1.08 (±0.02 SE) x 1015 ph/cm2/sr/sec.  The Genesis CCD was 

then cross-calibrated against the radiometer measurements, and provided a calibration factor 

of 1.9 x 1012 (ph/cm2/sr/sec)/(RLU/sec), at 580 nm.  To ascertain the actual radiance in 

ph/cm2/sr/sec over the spectrum of the luciferin/luciferase emission requires further 

knowledge of the photon energy not determinable by the existing Kodak black and white 

CCD installed in the Genesis CCD Camera System. 
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Figure 1.7 – TC 245 CCD Cookbook Camera 

 

Figure 1.8 – Small Animal Anesthesia System 
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Figure 1.9 – Spectral Response of the Kodak KAF-0402ME used in the Genesis CCD 
Camera System.  The upper curve is for the KAF-0402ME. [56]



 

 

 

Figure 1.10 – Genesis CCD Camera 

 

 

Figure 1.11 – Genesis CCD Camera System and Temperature Controller 
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Figure 1.12 – Genesis CCD Camera System with fluorescence imaging 

 

Figure 1.13 – Genesis CCD Camera System 
with fluorescence excitation source and filters  
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Figure 1.14 – Bioluminescence emission spectra of D-luciferin oxidation catalyzed by 

firefly luciferase over selected pH range 
(From Branchini et al. [13]  

 
 

Figure 1.15 – Bioluminescence emission spectra shift of firefly luciferase as animal 
temperature changes (From Zhao et al. [57]) 
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1.3.2 Software tools in bioluminescence imaging 

The TC245 CCD camera is controlled by and the image is captured on a personal 

computer for further image processing using the CBWinCam [58] software package.  The 

Genesis CCD camera is controlled by and the image is captured on a personal computer for 

further image processing using the Pisco [59] software.  The Pisco software is a common 

package used primarily in astronomical research for the control of telescopes and acquisition 

of their camera images.  This study is the first known use in this application in biomedical 

imaging. 

All image processing is performed using the IGOR Pro, V 4.0.6.1 (Wavemetrics, Inc) 

data analysis program.  One of the features of IGOR Pro is the ability to develop and save 

custom generated “procedures” utilizing macros and functions for repetitive image 

processing.  Dr. Edmond Richer developed the initial procedure to import the raw images 

generated by CBWinCam in the standard Flexible Image Transport System (FITS) format 

[60] used in astronomy.   I substantially modified the Richer procedure to allow semi-

automatic generation of images and integration of light emissions.  The modified procedure 

also automatically normalizes photon emission quantity and image presentation to relative 

light units per min (rlu/min) to allow for proper comparison between images independent of 

image length.  The procedure was modified numerous times over the timeframe of the study 

to minimize manual data reduction and to provide improved display of images.  A copy of 

one version of the procedure used in the anesthesia study is included in Appendix A. 
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1.3.3 Luciferin biodistribution 

The biodistribution of luciferin has been studied by Contag et al. by i.p. injection into 

BALB/c mice and measuring the lysates of various tissues using in vitro luciferase assays.  

Luciferin was found in all tissue analyzed.  [61]  Rehemtulla et al. have shown that luciferin 

is able to cross the blood-brain barrier in studies of intracerebral tumors in male Fischer 344 

rats [62] and Burgos et al. have shown the same in studies of nu/nu mice, although with the 

caveat that the blood brain barrier may be the cause of differences seen in the dynamics of 

bioluminescence.  [63]  Further, Collaco and Geusz showed general dispersal of luciferin into 

the skin, internal organs, and brain, although stating that luciferin levels may not be 

distributed uniformly.  They concluded, however, that even low luciferin concentrations 

could be saturating because the release of oxyluciferin from luciferase is rate-limiting. [64]  

Lipshutz et al. have also shown transfer across the placental barrier. [65]  Many other studies 

have shown that luciferin is biologically well distributed [66-71].  A most comprehensive 

study by Lee et al. using radiolabelled  (125I) D-luciferin expressly evaluated cell uptake and 

tissue distribution. [72]  Lee’s results showed that luciferin is widely distributed through 

blood, organs, muscle, fat and bone, although at widely different concentrations.  Also, while 

the blood concentration was many orders of magnitude higher than in the tissues, the intra-

cellular concentration was likely to be within the range for the reaction rate to be 

significantly influenced by the luciferin concentration.  Finally, Lee concluded that there 

were substantial differences in biodistribution resulting from luciferin injections i.p. versus 

i.v. 

1.3.4 Luciferin toxicity 
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No studies have been found in the literature which evaluate the toxicity of luciferin.  

While a number of studies have mentioned that the uptake of luciferin presented low toxicity 

or no signs of overt toxicity [61, 67, 68, 70, 73, 74],  none have explicitly evaluated luciferin 

toxicity in laboratory animals.  Several reports have suggested that toxicity studies should be 

performed. 

1.4 Animal use and care 

All animal procedures were performed using bioluminescence imaging are performed 

in accordance with the UTSWMC Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee guidelines. 

1.5 Statistical Analyses 

All statistical analyses were performed using Microsoft Excel, V. 2002 (Microsoft 

Corporation, Redmond, Washington) and JMP In, V. 5.1 (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, North 

Carolina). 
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CHAPTER 2 

BIOLUMINESCENCE IMAGING TO FOLLOW IN VIVO CELL GROWTH 

 

2.1 Initial in vivo small animal bioluminescence imaging studies 

The initial studies were performed in an effort to understand and refine the use of the 

relatively new bioluminescence imaging hardware and techniques to follow cell growth in 

small animals.  Experimental protocols were developed based upon the experience gained in 

the early studies with the understanding that little guidance was available from published 

data, and none using this CCD camera system. Unless otherwise presented, no evaluation of 

the luciferin kinetics had been performed for the initial studies, and they were executed under 

the assumption that imaging at a consistent single time-point following luciferin injection, 

plus or minus several minutes, would allow valid comparison of images over a long-term 

study. Additionally, no study of the effects of anesthesia (either concentrations or types) had 

been evaluated and the protocols were not rigorously maintained.  

2.2 Initial i.p. HeLa-luc study with the Shay/Wright lab 

The Jerry Shay/Woodring Wright lab at UTSWMC uses HeLa cells for research in 

telomerase mechanisms and telomerase inhibition.  Based upon success by other 

investigators with BLI for in vivo imaging using HeLa-luc cells [22, 61, 75, 76], interest was 

expressed in determining whether the CCD camera could be used to support their research.  

To prove the principle, in collaboration with Dr. Meaghan Granger, four previously 

irradiated Nu/Nu mice were each given one injection of HeLa-luc cells in the right flank as 

follows: 105 cells i.m., 106 cells i.m., 105cells s.c. or 106 cells s.c.  The mice were then 
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injected with 3 mg of luciferin in solution (15.9 mg/ml) within 4 minutes following cell 

injection, anesthetized with a ketamine/xylazine cocktail within 7 minutes following cell 

injection.  The mice were imaged generally in accordance with the BLI imaging protocol 

discussed in Section 1 with 8 minute or 30 minute integration times for the 106 and 105 cell 

injections, respectively.  Adequate images were obtained to allow for further experiment 

design. 

2.3 Cisplatin single time-point study with the Shay/Wright lab 

To evaluate the ability of the BLI system to track tumor cell growth in vivo in long-

term studies and to evaluate the ability to track the efficacy of a tumor therapy, a small scale 

study was performed in collaboration with Dr. Granger and the Shay/Wright.  The animals (n 

= 4) were injected i.p. with 106 HeLa-luc cells.  On days 3, 7 and 10 following the HeLa-luc 

injections, the animals were treated with Cis-platinum (II) diammine dichloride (Cisplatin), a 

platinum-containing broad spectrum agent shown to be effective against various solid tumors 

(Sigma-Aldrich, Inc., USA).  On days 0, 3, 7, 13, 17, 20, 24, and 31 days following the 

HeLa-luc injections, the animals were imaged with the  CCD Cookbook camera with image 

integration times between 1 minute and 16 minutes, at times following luciferin injection of 

between 8 minutes and 30 minutes.  The animals were sedated with 0.02 mL of Avertin per 

gram of mouse weight, and maintained under anesthesia generally using 0.9% Isoflurane in 1 

L/min O2.  The CCD Cookbook camera was cooled by an ice bath which had to be manually 

replenished.  The ice bath temperature was not automatically controlled and variations would 

occur that affected the dark image (noise) and, therefore, the light emission quantification. 
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The data was not quantified but the images evaluated qualitatively.  While having 

mixed results, the principal investigators determined that the bioluminescent imaging 

technology had sufficient promise to continue with additional investigations, as shown in 

Figure 2.1. 

2.4 First Cisplatin and telomerase inhibitor study with the Shay/Wright lab  

To further evaluate the use of bioluminscent imaging and in to support the study of 

the cancer treatment efficacies, a larger study was performed in collaboration with Dr. 

Granger and the Shay/Wright lab.  25 female nu/nu mice were injected i.p with HeLa-luc 

cells, divided into 3 cohorts.  The first group (n = 3) were controls with no treatment planned.  

The second group (n = 11) was injected with Cisplatin on days 3, 7 and 10 following HeLa-

luc injection.  The third group (n = 11) was treated with Cisplatin as well as 20 mg/kg of an 

investigatory telomerase inhibiting drug, GRN163 (Geron Corporation, Menlo Park, CA) on 

days 3, 7 and 10 following HeLa-luc injection. The animals were imaged with the CCD 

Cookbook camera with 2 minute image integration times beginning 25 minutes following 

luciferin injection. The animals were sedated with 0.5 mL of Avertin, and maintained under 

anesthesia using 0.9% Isoflurane in 1 L/min O2.  The CCD Cookbook camera was cooled by 

an ice bath which had to be manually replenished.  The ice bath temperature was not 

automatically controlled and variations would occur that affected the dark image (noise) and, 

therefore, the light emission quantification. 

Of the control group, one developed tumors to provide a very minor light emission on 

initial imaging on day 3.  The other two did not present any light emission on day 3, and died 

prior to imaging on day 10. 
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Initial imaging of the Cisplatin only group on day 3 provided 10 light emissions from 

the cohort of 11.  The one that did not present light emissions on day 3 did not show any 

emissions until day 31.  On day 10, six of the group had decreased light emissions to < 10% 

of the initial images, two had emissions between 10% and 20% of initial images, and one had 

emissions of 72% of initial images.  The remaining animal had and increase 55% over initial 

imaging.  These results indicated a generally substantial reduction in tumor light emissions.  

On day 17 compared to the day 10 images, three were at < 10%, one at < 26%, two increased 

between 150% and 200%, two increased between 600% and 900%, one increased > 15000%, 

and one died.  On day 24 compared to the previous images, all emissions of live animals 

increased.  The results were mixed such that no strong conclusions could be drawn. 

Initial imaging of the Cisplatin and telomerase inhibitor group on day 3 provided 

three with no, or essentially no, light emissions from the cohort of 11.  One of these never 

showed emissions and one died following day 17 with no emissions.  The last one began 

showing emissions on day 17.  On day 10, of the eight that showed emissions on the day 3 

(initial imaging), six had emissions of < 5% of initial, 1 had 16% of initial, and one had 40% 

of initial.  These results indicated a generally substantial reduction in tumor light emissions.  

On day 17 compared to the day 10 images, three had remained at zero, one < 15%, one at < 

55%, one indicated light emission for the first time, one increased ~3000%, and one died.  

On day 24 compared to the previous images, two remained at zero, one at < 5%, 2 increased 

between 5% and 12%, and three increased between 80% and 100%.  On day 31 compared to 

the previous images, one decreased 36% and 5 increased between 80% and 1000%.  The 

results were mixed such that no strong conclusions could be drawn. 
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Based upon the results of the imaging in the first 17 days of the study, the principal 

investigators determined that further testing of the BLI technology and its usefulness in 

cancer treatment evaluation was warranted. 

2.5 Second Cisplatin and telomerase inhibitor study with the Shay/Wright lab  

A fourth HeLa-luc study was performed in collaboration with Dr. Granger and the 

Shay/Wright lab to investigate a proprietary tumor treatment therapy.  Two cohorts (2 x n = 

12) of female nu/nu mice were injected i.p. with 106 HeLa-luc cells.  On days 5, 7, and 10 

following HeLa-luc injection, both cohorts were given i.p. injections of Cisplatin.  The first 

cohort was also injected i.p. with 20 mg/kg of the investigatory telomerase inhibitor GRN163 

on days 0, 1, 2, and 3 following HeLa-luc injection, as well as 3 times per week throughout 

the study. 

All 24 animals were imaged for an integrated 2 minutes on days 3, 10, 17, 24 and 31 

following HeLa-luc injection, starting nominally 20 minutes following luciferin injection, 

using the CCD Cookbook camera.  There were occasional instances when imaging time was 

delayed up to 28 minutes following luciferin injection, but this time delay was assumed to be 

acceptable.  Figures 2.2 and 2.3 provide the complete bioluminescent image sets (with false 

color for light emission intensity overlaid on a light image) for each animal in the Cisplatin 

and telomerase inhibitor group and the Cisplatin control group, respectively.  Figures 2.4 and 

2.5 present integrated light emission for each animal over the time course of the study.  

Based on previous investigations, it was known that the same number of HeLa-luc cells 

injected i.p. into nu/nu mice produced highly differing tumor growth, independent of 

treatments.  To consider this difference, the integrated light emissions were normalized to the 
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first light emission image, and the normalized light emissions for each animal is presented in 

Figures 2.6 and 2.7.  The means (±SE) of the Cisplatin and telomerase inhibitor cohort and 

the Cisplatin control cohort are shown in Figures 2.8 and 2.9 on a linear and semi-log scale 

(for more detail), respectively.  The mean for the Cisplatin and telomerase inhibitor group at 

first light emission image was 157,900 (± 43,400) rlu, almost twice that of the Cisplatin 

control groups mean, 85,700 (± 43,500) rlu.  When evaluating the raw light emission, both 

groups had a slight decrease in the mean light emission from days 10 through 17.  From days 

17 through 31, the light emission from both groups followed exponential growth rates, with 

the Cisplatin and telomerase inhibitor group having a 2.6 day doubling time and the Cisplatin 

control group having a longer 3.6 day doubling time. This appears to indicate that the group 

with the telomerase inhibitor had greater tumor growth rate than the Cisplatin control group.  

However, when consideration was given to normalization of the light emission to the first 

BLI emission image (Figures 2.10 and 2.11), the Cisplatin and telomerase inhibitor group 

had a 2.7 day doubling time compared to the Cisplatin control group having a shorter 1.9 day 

doubling time. The difference in the two treatments was not shown to be significant with p-

values generally greater than 0.05 (by Wilcoxon rank sum test).  The data was further 

analyzed by grouping into small tumors (<100,000 rlu on day 10 imaging) and large tumors 

(>100,000 rlu on day 10 imaging), and again no significant difference was found between the 

two treatments (Figures 2.12 and 2.13).  Nonetheless, this data provided sufficient 

information to perform additional investigation of the telomerase inhibitor GRN163 as well 

as other Geron compounds (not presented in this paper). 
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Figure 2.1 – Initial study of BLI and imaging of Cisplatin efficacy 
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 Figure 2.2 – Cisplatin and telomerase inhibitor 
effect on HeLa-luc cells implanted i.p. 

(2 min integrated light emission) 
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 Figure 2.3 – Cisplatin control 
effect on HeLa-luc cells implanted i.p. 

(2 minute integrated light emission) 
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Figure 2.5 – Cisplatin control 

2 minute integrated light emission (n = 12) 
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Figure 2.6 – Cisplatin and telomerase inhibitor 
normalized to the first BLI emission Image (n = 12) 
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Figure 2.7 – Cisplatin control 
normalized to the first BLI emission image (n = 12) 
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Figure 2.8 – Mean (±SE) of light emission following Cisplatin and  
telomerase inhibitor treatment (n = 12 each cohort) 
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Figure 2.9 – Mean (±SE) of light emission following Cisplatin and  
telomerase inhibitor treatment (n = 12 each cohort) – semi-log  
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Figure 2.10 - Mean (±SE) of normalized light emission following Cisplatin and  
telomerase inhibitor treatment (n = 12 each cohort) 
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Figure 2.11 – Mean (±SE) of normalized light emission following Cisplatin and  
telomerase inhibitor treatment (n = 12 each cohort) – semi-log
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 Figure 2.12 – Small Tumors (<100,000 RLU on Day 10 Image) 
Mean (±SE) of light emission following Cisplatin and telomerase inhibitor treatment 

Treatment differences are not significant (p-values from Wilcoxon rank sum test) 
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Figure 2.13 – Large Tumors (>100,000 RLU on Day 10 Image) 
Mean (±SE) of light emission following Cisplatin and telomerase inhibitor treatment. 

Treatment differences are not significant (p-values from Wilcoxon rank sum test) 
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2.6 Summary of Study with Dr. Alan Varley 

Bioluminescent imaging was performed for Dr. Alan Varley with the Department of 

Internal Medicine at UTSWMC for proof of principle of the ability of the BLI system to 

track an arthritis model, ad.CMV-luc, in rats and to determine effectiveness of treatment.  

Figure 2.14 provides a typical image following luciferin injection directly into the ankle, and 

Figure 2.15 provides a kinetic image profile used to evaluate single point imaging times for a 

more extensive study. 

 

Figure 2.14  – Typical image of ad.CMV-luc arthritis model in ankle of a rat. 
Hair shaved to minimize light absorption (by permission of Alan Varley) 
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Figure 2.15  – Kinetic profile of light emission following direct injection into the 

ankle of a rat (by permission of Alan Varley) 
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2.7 Summary of Study with Dr. Garry and Dr. Naseem 

To support Drs. Daniel Garry and Rao Haris Naseem of the Department of 

Cardiology, the bioluminescent imaging was evaluated for the ability to track luciferase-

transfected myoblast cells injected in the pericardium and myocardium.  The first phase was 

to assess the ability to detect stably-transfected HeLa-luc cells injected intramuscularly (i.m.) 

in the gastocnemius.  This was successfully performed as seen in Figures 2.16 and 2.17.  The 

next phase was to asses the ability of the imaging system to detect luciferase-transfected cells 

in the myocardium.  This was a concern given the depth of the tissue and the fact that it 

underlies the blood-rich lungs potentially absorbing the bioluminescent light emission.  As 

shown in Figure 2.18, the emission was sufficient to consider imaging of cells in the heart.  

The study was not completed at the time of this dissertation due to difficulty in stably 

transfecting myoblast to provide a sufficient light output. 
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Figure 2.16 – Typical image of HeLa-luc cells growing in a rat gastrocnemius 
(by permission of Rao Haris Naseem) 

Figure 2.17  – Typical image of C2C12 Myoblast Cells with adenovirus-luc growing 
in a mouse gastocnemius (by permission of Rao Haris Naseem) 
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 Figure 2.18  – Typical image of HeLa-luc cells surgically implanted in the 
myocardium (by permission of Rao Haris Naseem) 



 

 
CHAPTER 3 

EFFECTS OF ADMINISTRATION ROUTES ON IN VIVO BIOLUMINESCENCE 

EMISSION MAGNITUDES AND KINETICS  

 

3.1 Background 

Intraperitoneal (i.p.) injections have been the predominant route of luciferin substrate 

injection for small animal imaging studies (33 of 35 studies) found in the literature [22, 25, 

61-68, 72, 73, 76-97], with intravenous (i.v.) injection used in four [68, 72, 90, 98] and 

transdermal also used in one of the i.p. studies [61].  Justification for the selected route of 

administration was presented in only two i.p. studies due to the comparative ease in 

administration [65, 90].  As discussed previously, dissimilar routes are expected to cause 

different biodistributions, concentrations and clearances of the luciferin over the typical one 

hour or less timeframe of most experiments.  These effects are thus anticipated to influence 

the magnitude and kinetics of light emissions from the luciferin/luciferase reaction, with only 

the radiolabelled D-luciferin study by Lee et al. [72], and the study by Wang et al. [90] 

providing one data point considering this hypothesis, as shown in Figure 3.1.  Wang showed 

a much higher magnitude (approximate factor of 8) for light emission from i.v. injection 

compared to the i.p. injection.  Further, they showed a kinetic profile with the onset of light 

emission and decay of light emission both much more rapid for i.v. than for i.p.  As discussed 

later, the i.v. kinetics are similar to those attained in this dissertation, whereas the i.p. kinetics 

appear to be inconsistent. 
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Figure 3.1 – i.v. and i.p. kinetics for one mouse with HCT116 colon cancer cells stably 
transfected with a p53 tumor suppressor gene reporter, PG13-Luc [90]. 
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3.2 Initial light emission kinetics of i.p. HeLa-luc cells and their subsequent tumor 

growth in nude/nude mice following i.p. luciferin injection 

 To better understand the kinetics of light emission from HeLa-luc cells in support of 

the Shay/Wright telomerase studies, the first kinetic experiment was performed on August 7, 

2002.  Mouse “d” from the study described in Section 2.3.2 was injected i.p. with 107  HeLa-

luc cells.  28 minutes later, the mouse was sedated by i.p. injection of 0.4 ml of Avertin 

(1.25% tribromoethanol), then injected i.p. with 130 µl of luciferin (D-luciferin sodium salt, 

Biosynth AG), with a concentration of 17mg/ml in a TRIS buffer, pH 7.0, for a dose of 125 

mg/kg.  The mouse was maintained under anesthesia with a nose cone providing Isofluorane 

(0.9 % with 1 l/min O2).  A two minute integration image was recorded every 2 to 4 minutes 

beginning 3 minutes after luciferin injection.  The images were processed providing the 

kinetic profile indicating cell implantation and stability as shown in Figure 3.2.  

Representative pseudocolor images are shown in Figure 3.3.  

 To understand the kinetics of light emission from cells which have been well 

established, the kinetics experiment was repeated 5 days after cell injection on mouse “d,” as 

well as on mouse “b” 17 days after cell injection.  The same protocol was followed, with the 

exception that a delta-phase isothermal pad was placed under the mice for stabilization of 

body temperature.  The light emission kinetics showed a rapid increase with a peak at 

approximately 20 minutes, followed by decay to background noise levels within one hour.  

The light emission profile and pseudocolor images are shown in Figure 3.4 through 3.7.  

These experiments provided information indicating that kinetics of the light emission should 

be considered in the selection of time points in imaging protocols. 
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Figure 3.2 – Integrated light following i.p. injection of 107 HeLa-luc cells – Mouse “d” 

 

 
Figure 3.3 – Representative pseudocolor image following i.p. injection of  

107 HeLa-luc cells – Mouse “d” 
(Times shown following i.p. injection of luciferin, 36 minutes after i.p. cell injection) 
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INTEGRATED LIGHT
FOLLOWING  INJECTION OF LUCIFERIN  WITH A WELL ESTABLISHED TUMOR
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Figure 3.4 – Integrated light following i.p. injection of luciferin 
Mouse “d” – Day 5 

 
 

Figure 3.5 – Representative pseudocolor images following i.p. injection of luciferin 
Mouse “d” - Day 5 
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Figure 3.6 – Integrated light following i.p. luciferin injection 
Mouse “b” – Day 17 

 
 
 

Figure 3.7 – Representative pseudocolor images following i.p. luciferin injection 
Mouse “b” - Day 17 
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 To better understand the light emission kinetics, more than 20 additional kinetic 

experiments were performed on i.p. tumors generally showing a time to peak of 10 to 20 

minutes, followed by a quasi-exponential decay to background levels within one hour (data 

not presented).  It was, however, apparent in the large number of single-time point and 

kinetics experiments with over 1,100 images between August, 2002, and February, 2003, that 

for intraperitoneal HeLa-luc cells with i.p. luciferin injections, the magnitude of the light 

emission was highly variable.  This was due in part to the nature of the tumors in the 

peritoneum and movement of abdominal structures inducing the light emitting cells to change 

position both laterally and, more importantly, in depth.  This resulted in uncontrollable and 

unpredictable effects on the light emissions through tissue attenuation, scattering and 

absorption. 

 

3.3 Evaluation of the light emission kinetics of s.c. HeLa-luc tumors in nude/nude 

mice following i.p. luciferin injection 

For bioluminescence imaging to meet its anticipated potential as a high throughput 

technique for tracking cells in vivo, it is important that the light emissions be quantifiable.  

Otherwise, the modality will provide only qualitative information with limited usefulness. 

Therefore, the variables that effect the light emissions need to be characterized and the first-

order kinetic nature of bioluminescence light emissions must be considered in experimental 

design to assist in valid quantification.  Since i.p. cells had shown uncontrolled variability 

through tissue attenuation unrelated to the cell induced bioluminescence, subcutaneous cell 

tracking were expected to provide a more stable model to evaluate the kinetics. 
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In collaboration with the Dr. David Corey lab at UTSWMC, in February, 2003, Dr. 

Zain Paroo provided a set (n=6) of athymic Nu/Nu mice (Harlan, Indianapolis, IN), which 

had been injected subcutaneously over the left flank with 106 or 2x106 HeLa-luc cells.  One 

animal died early in the study and none of its data were included.  As the study progressed, it 

appeared that one of the tumor implantation sites was intradermal rather than subcutaneous, 

so the data from this animal was also excluded leaving 4 animals. The tumors were allowed 

to grow without intervention for the extent of the study (approximately one month).  The 

mice were injected i.p. with D-luciferin at a dose of 150 mg/kg, sedated with 3% Isofluorane 

with 1 l/min O2 for 4 minutes, then maintained under anesthesia with 1% Isofluorane with 1 

l/min O2.  The mice were placed on a delta-phase isothermal pad for maintenance of 

temperature inside the light-tight box for imaging.  Two minute integration images were 

taken every 3 minutes beginning 4 minutes after luciferin injection for a total of 64 minutes.  

Upon completion of the kinetic imaging, while the mice were still sedated, the major axes 

and height of the s.c. tumors were measured with calipers and recorded.  To provide 

additional statistical information, a second cohort of animals (n=6) under the same protocol 

was imaged for a total of 68 kinetic imaging sequences. 

Figures 3.8 and 3.9 present the relative mean (±SE) of the light emissions normalized 

to the peak for each kinetic imaging set to evaluate the shape of the kinetic profile, 

irrespective of emission quantity or tumor size.  As shown by the small S.E., the profiles are 

very similar and do not appear to be effected by either emission quantity or tumor size. 

Figures 3.10 through 3.13 present the mean (±SE) of the i.p. light emissions 

normalized to tumor volume (Vol 2) and tumor projected area, respectively.  The decay half-
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life of the mean emission profile immediately after peak was 11.3 min.  The mean time to 

peak emissions of 11.4 ± 0.4 (SE) min and the mean of the peak emissions (Vol 2) of 1,090 ± 

90 (SE) rlu/min/mm3 were also calculated. 

The results of the imaging study of the s.c. tumors using i.p. luciferin injections was 

published by Paroo, Bollinger et al. in April 2004. [99] 
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Figure 3.8 – i.p. luciferin injection 
Integrated light relative to the peak of the kinetic curves 
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Figure 3.9 – i.p. luciferin injection 
Integrated light relative to the peak of the kinetic curves (semi-log) 

Exponential decay: t1/2=11.6 min (16-34 min); t1/2=19.6 min (40-64min)
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 Figure 3.10 – i.p. luciferin injection 
Integrated light per volume  
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Figure 3.11 – i.p. luciferin injection 
Integrated light per volume (semi-log) 

Exponential decay: t1/2=11.3 min (16-34 min); t1/2=19.4 min (36-55 min) 
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Figure 3.12 – i.p. luciferin injection 
Integrated light per area  
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Figure 3.13 – i.p. luciferin injection 
Integrated light per area (semi-log) 

Exponential decay: t1/2=10.8 min (16-34 min); t1/2=18.1 min (40-64 min) 
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3.4 Evaluation of the light emission kinetics of s.c. HeLa-luc tumors in nude/nude 

mice following s.c. luciferin injection 

 During the s.c. tumor kinetic studies, approximately 10% of the i.p. injections in the 

first cohort of animals provided minimal or no light emission when tumors were present and 

in which light emissions were obtained prior to or afterwards, or both.  This offered the 

possibility that luciferin i.p. injections could be somewhat problematic in that the injections 

may have hit abdominal organs and limited the luciferin absorption through the peritoneal 

tissues for distribution via the vasculature to the tumor sites.  This could create an 

unnecessary confound if little or no light emission is obtained when imaging bioluminescent 

cells in a location otherwise inaccessible for secondary verification, the cell locations most 

aided by the non-invasive BLI technique.  To overcome this potentiality, subcutaneous 

injection as an alternative injection route was hypothesized to minimize potential 

misadministration.  As discussed in the background, only i.p. and i.v. have been published as 

luciferin administration routes, and there has been no discussion of the possible benefits or 

drawbacks to s.c. administration. 

 In parallel with the second i.p. injection cohort (n=6 mice, n=49 injection) and to 

allow for a direct comparison, s.c. injection of luciferin following the same protocol for 

kinetic imaging was performed in the same animals (n=27 injections).  The injections were in 

the s.c. space on the foreback of the mice allowing the injection bolus to be easily and 

visually ascertained to minimize misadministration.  Of the 27 kinetic imaging experiments, 

none presented indication of unacceptable injection. As in the i.p and s.c. injections, tumor 

sizes were recorded immediately following imaging while the mice were still sedated. 
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  Figures 3.14 and 3.15 present the relative mean (±SE) of the light emissions 

normalized to the peak for each kinetic imaging set to evaluate the shape of the kinetic 

profile, irrespective of emission quantity or tumor size.  As shown by the small S.E., the 

profiles are very similar and do not appear to be effected by either emission quantity or tumor 

size. 

Figures 3.16 through 3.19 present the mean (±SE) of the s.c. light emissions 

normalized to tumor volume (Vol 2) and tumor projected area, respectively.  The decay half-

life of the mean emission profile immediately after peak was 6.2 ± 0.1 (SE) min.  The mean 

time to peak emissions of 11.1 ± 0.3 (SE) min and the mean of the peak emissions (Vol 2) of 

1,890 ± 210 (SE) rlu/min/mm3 were also calculated. 
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Figure 3.14 – s.c. luciferin injection 
Integrated light relative to the peak of the kinetic curves 
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Figure 3.15 – s.c. luciferin injection 
Integrated light relative to the peak of the kinetic curves (semi-log) 

Exponential decay: t1/2=6.8 min (16-34 min); t1/2=10.6 min (40-53min)
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Figure 3.16 – s.c. luciferin injection 
Integrated light per volume  
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Figure 3.17 – s.c. luciferin injection 
Integrated light per volume (semi-log) 

Exponential decay: t1/2=6.5 min (16-34 min); t1/2=9.3 min (36-55 min) 
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Figure 3.18 – s.c. luciferin injection 
Integrated light per area 
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Figure 3.19 – s.c. luciferin injection 
Integrated light per area (semi-log) 

Exponential decay: t1/2=6.8 min (16-34 min); t1/2=11.4 min (40-64 min) 
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3.5 Evaluation of the light emission kinetics of s.c. HeLa-luc tumors in nude/nude 

mice following i.v. luciferin administration 

When the kinetic studies were being performed, intravenous (i.v.) luciferin injections 

had been reported in only three of the sample studies [68, 72, 90].  Since this route provides 

luciferin directly into the circulatory system, then to the tumor cell vasculature without the 

intermediate absorption through peritoneal tissues or dermal tissue, it was hypothesized that 

the i.v. injections would provide a more rapid bioluminescence emission.  Following 

completion of this study, this hypothesis was partially confirmed by Lee et al. [72] by use of 

radioiodine-labeled D-luciferin in a biodistribution study (as discussed in detail in Section 

1.3.5), although no bioluminescence data was obtained. 

 In parallel with the second i.p. injection cohort and the s.c. injection cohort (n=6 

mice), and to allow for a direct comparison, i.v. injections of luciferin following the same 

protocol for kinetic imaging were performed in the same animals (n=19 injections) 

interspersed in time with the other injections.  Only ten successful injections were obtained 

out of 19 attempts, due primarily to inexperience with and difficulty of the i.v. technique. 

Tumor sizes were again recorded immediately following imaging, while the mice were still 

sedated.  As necessary to prevent saturation of the CCD pixels due to the higher 

bioluminescence emission rate following i.v. injection, the image integration time and time 

between images were reduced to as short as 15 second images every 30 seconds, over a total 

of 64 minutes.  To allow direct comparison, all i.v. kinetic study data were reduced and 

recalculated, and are presented in 2 minute integrations every 3 minutes as in the i.p. and s.c. 

studies. 
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Figures 3.20 and 3.21 present the relative mean (±SE) of the light emissions 

normalized to the peak for each kinetic imaging set to evaluate the shape of the kinetic 

profile, irrespective of emission quantity or tumor size.  As shown by the small S.E., the 

profiles are very similar and do not appear to be effected by either emission quantity or tumor 

size. 

Figures 3.22 through 3.25 present the mean (±SE) of the s.c. light emissions 

normalized to tumor volume (Vol 2) and tumor projected area, respectively.  The decay half-

life of the mean emission profile immediately after peak was 3.6 ± 0.5 (SE) min.  The mean 

time to peak emissions of 5.2 ± 0.5 (SE) min and the mean of the peak emissions (Vol 2) of 

6,040 ± 1,130 (SE) rlu/min/mm3 were also calculated. 
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Figure 3.20 – i.v. luciferin injection 
Integrated light relative to the peak of the kinetic curves 
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Figure 3.21 – i.v. luciferin injection 
Integrated light relative to the peak of the kinetic curves (semi-log) 

Exponential decay: t1/2=3.9 min (19-28 min); t1/2=5.5 min (31-43 min)
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Figure 3.22 – i.v. luciferin injection 
Integrated light per volume  
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Figure 3.23 – i.v. luciferin injection 
Integrated light per volume (semi-log) 

Exponential decay: t1/2=3.6 min (19-28 min); t1/2=5.6 min (31-40 min); 
 t1/2=8.4 min (40-49 min) 
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Figure 3.24 – i.v. luciferin injection 
Integrated light per area 
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Figure 3.25 – i.v. luciferin injection 
Integrated light per area (semi-log) 

Exponential decay: t1/2=3.7 min (19-28 min); t1/2=5.6 min (31-40 min); 
 t1/2=8.7 min (40-49 min) 
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3.6 Evaluation of the light emission kinetics of s.c. HeLa-luc tumors in nude/nude 

mice following a bolus s.c. luciferin injection followed by a continuous s.c. luciferin 

infusion 

 The kinetic nature of the i.p., i.v, and s.c. luciferin injection routes provides a 

potential problem in performing bioluminescence imaging studies where quantitative 

information is required.  To minimize this confound, it was hypothesized that the light 

emissions could be stabilized by a standard bolus injection of luciferin, followed by a 

continuous infusion of luciferin to offset the normal degradation or clearance of the luciferin 

from the circulatory system.  Given the ease of administration of the s.c. injection route, a 

series of experiments was planned to test this procedure. 

In parallel with the second i.p. injection cohort and the s.c. and i.v. injection cohort 

(n=6 mice), and to allow for a direct comparison, s.c. bolus injections of luciferin followed 

by a subcutaneous infusion following the same protocol for kinetic imaging were performed 

in the same animals (n=10 injections) interspersed in time with the other injections.  The 

mice were injected subcutaneously with the bolus injection in the foreback, then placed in the 

light-tight box on the delta-phase heating pad, and anesthetized with isoflurane. A custom 

manufactured infusion set with a 30 ga needle was inserted subcutaneously into the foreback 

near the location of the bolus injection.  This infusion set was pre-filled with luciferin and 

connected to a 1 ml syringe filled with luciferin and installed in a syringe pump.  The syringe 

pump had been pre-calibrated and appropriate settings made for this syringe type to infuse at 

approximately 10 µl/min.  Upon initiation of integration of the first image at 4 minutes post-
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bolus injection, the syringe pump was started, and the start quantity of luciferin in the syringe 

recorded.  Although 10 µl/min was expected, the actual rate was approximately 11.7 µl/min.  

Additionally, the tumor sizes were recorded as in previous injection route protocols. 

As shown in Figures 3.26 and 3.27, eight of the ten kinetic profiles for light emission 

per volume showed relatively stable light emission.  Figures 3.28 and 3.29 present the 

relative mean (± SE) of the light emissions normalized to the peak for each kinetic imaging 

set to evaluate the shape of the kinetic profile, irrespective of emission quantity or tumor 

size. 

Figures 3.30 through 3.33 present the mean (± SE) of the i.p. light emissions 

normalized to tumor volume (Vol 2) and tumor projected area, respectively.  The decay half-

life of the mean emission profile immediately after peak was 11.3 min.  The mean time to 

peak emissions was not calculated since the intent was not to achieve a peak, and would have 

been meaningless.  As shown in the Figure 3.26, some profiles continued to increase 

throughout the imaging.  Likewise, the decay half-life was not calculated.  The mean of the 

peak emissions (Vol 2) of 1,660 ± 170 (SE) rlu/min/mm3 was also calculated. 
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Light Emission Kinetics
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Figure 3.26 – s.c. bolus luciferin injection with 11.5 µl/min continuous infusion at t=4 min 
Integrated light per volume 

 

Light Emission Kinetics
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Figure 3.27  - s.c. bolus luciferin injection with 11.5 µl/min continuous infusion at t=4 min 
Integrated light per volume (semi-log) 
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Light Emission Kinetics
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Figure 3.28 – s.c. bolus luciferin injection with 11.5 µl/min continuous infusion at t=4 min 
Integrated light relative to the peak of the kinetic curves 
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Figure 3.29 - s.c. bolus luciferin injection with 11.5 µl/min continuous infusion at t=4 min 
Integrated light relative to the peak of the kinetic curves (semi-log) 
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Light Emission Kinetics
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Figure 3.30 –s.c. bolus luciferin injection with 11.5 µl/min continuous infusion at t=4 min 
Integrated light per volume 

 

Light Emission Kinetics
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Figure 3.31 –s.c. bolus luciferin injection with 11.5 µl/min continuous infusion at t=4 min 
Integrated light per volume (semi-log)
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Light Emission Kinetics
SC Luciferin Injection @ Time = 0 Minutes (n=10)
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 Figure 3.32 –s.c. bolus luciferin injection with 11.5 µl/min continuous infusion at t=4 min 
Integrated light per area 

 

Light Emission Kinetics
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Figure 3.33 –s.c. bolus luciferin injection with 11.5 µl/min continuous infusion at t=4 min 
Integrated light per area (semi-log) 
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3.7 Evaluation of the light emission kinetics of s.c. HeLa-luc tumors in nude/nude 

mice following intra-tumoral (i.t.) luciferin injection infection 

 As discussed in section 1.3.5, the distribution of the luciferin to the tissue of interest 

following either i.p. or i.v. injection limits the concentration to up to orders of magnitude less 

than that in the blood.  It was hypothesized that direct injection of luciferin into the tumors 

might provide an increase in bioluminescent light emission by bypassing its distribution 

through the vasculature.  No studies were found in the literature discussing i.t. injections. 

Following the last set of studies related to the i.p., s.c., and i.v. luciferin injection 

routes, a small cohort (n=4) of mice were injected intra-tumorally with 0.06 to 0.07 mL of 

150 mg/mL luciferin, approximately one-third the amount injected in other routes.  Due to 

the pressure and lack of available space in the tumors, some minor amount of leakage of the 

luciferin also occurred.  Figures 3.34 through 3.39 present the mean light emission kinetic 

profiles.  The magnitude of the peak light emission was 35,000 to 40,000 rlu/min/mm3, and 

the decay half-life was greater than 50 minutes.  For comparison purposes, the i.t. mean peak 

light emission was approximately 30, 15 and 5 times higher than the peak emissions from 

i.p., s.c., and i.v. injections respectively. 

While the peak emissions were higher, this route of substrate injection was invasive 

and difficult to administer completely.  These objections led to the decision not to continue 

investigations into this administration route following this limited study. 
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Relative Light Signal Kinetics
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Figure 3.34 – i.t. luciferin injection 
Integrated light relative to the peak of the kinetic curves 
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Figure 3.35 – i.t. luciferin injection 
Integrated light relative to the peak of the kinetic curves (semi-log) 

Exponential decay: t1/2=59.2 min (16-58 min)
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Figure 3.36 – i.t. luciferin injection 
Integrated light per volume  
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Figure 3.37 – i.t. luciferin injection 
Integrated light per volume (semi-log) 

Exponential decay: t1/2=52.5 min (16-58 min) 
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Figure 3.38 – i.t. luciferin injection 
Integrated light per area 
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Figure 3.39 – i.t. luciferin injection 
Integrated light per area (semi-log) 

Exponential decay: t1/2=52.5 min (16-58 min) 
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3.8 Evaluation of the light emission kinetics of s.c. HeLa-luc tumors in nude/nude 

mice following i.p. luciferin injection at a dose three times higher than “standard” dose 

 There has been no standard dosage of luciferin substrate published in the literature.  

The typical amount used in small animal firefly luciferase/luciferin studies (93% of samples 

studies) is reported to be between 100 – 150 mg/kg [22, 25, 61-63, 65-67, 73, 76-78, 82-86, 

88-91, 93, 95-97, 100], and most often either 126 mg/kg first used by Contag’s lab at 

Stanford University School of Medicine [76] or 150 mg/kg.  It has been reported [61, 64, 66] 

and used in development of study protocols that even at low concentrations, luciferin may 

reach a saturation condition in vivo because the release of oxyluciferin is rate-limiting.  The 

dose rate used in almost all of the studies performed by the Division of Advanced 

Radiological Sciences was 125 mg/kg; however, the only basis for this dose rate was the 

previous literature and no independent evaluation of the selection of this dose rate was 

performed.  No published studies have discussed the effect of dose rate on bioluminescence 

light emission. 

 To determine if luciferin dose could be limiting, a small study was performed on the 

penultimate day in the initial i.p. injection cohort of mice (n=4).  A solution of 51 mg/ml of 

D-luciferin in PBS at pH 7.0, 3 times the standard dose of 17 mg/ml, was prepared.  The 

mice were given an i.p. injection and imaged following the same protocol of the previous i.p. 

studies.  As experienced previously, and reported in Section 3.4, only 2 of the 4 i.p. injections 

were successful, with 2 of the injections providing minimal light emission even though the 

tumors were quite large and had previously shown a substantial light emission following i.p. 

injection.  While a very limited study, the light emissions from the 3X i.p injections were 
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substantially higher than the previous day’s standard i.p. injection, as shown in Figures 3.40 

and 3.41.  The means of the peak emission of the two 3X i.p. injections (mice 6076 and 

6077) were over five times higher than the standard injections on the same mice.  The kinetic 

profile showed time to peak of between 15 and 20 minutes, somewhat longer than the 

approximate 12 minutes seen in the larger standard dose rate injection study.   Given the very 

small number of images at the 3X dose, and given only two dose points for comparison, more 

data is warranted prior to drawing further conclusions. 

Supporting the preliminary conclusions that could be drawn from this high dose, a 

study since published by Lee et al. [72] shows that luciferin levels may be limiting in light 

emission.  A second study by Wang and El-Diery [90], also published after the subject 

dissertation study was performed, shows that increasing luciferin concentration causes a 

directly related increase in light emission.  A third study by Yull et al. [94], also published 

after the subject dissertation study was performed using 5 escalating doses from 0.5 to 12 mg 

of luciferin, states that “the magnitude of bioluminescence response was dependent on the 

exact luciferin dosage.”  A fourth study by Hildebrandt et al. [81], received after the subject 

dissertation study was performed, states that “Intensity of the bioluminescent signal is 

enhanced with an increase in the administered D-luciferin dose,” with data showing that 

twice the dose increased light emission by 4 times.  These additional studies in conjunction 

with this subject study show that luciferin, at least within the dose rates of <450 mg/kg, 

appear to be limiting in the light emission.  Further, the dose rates cause a change in the light 

emission and must be taken into consideration when comparison is made within and between 

studies. 
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Figure 3.40 – i.p. luciferin injection - Integrated light per volume 
Comparison of Standard Dose, 150 mg/kg (17 mg/ml) and 

3 Times Standard Dose, 450 mg/kg (51 mg/ml) 

Figure 3.41 – i.p. luciferin injection - Integrated light per volume (semi-log) 
Comparison of Standard Dose, 150 mg/kg (17 mg/ml) and 

3 Times Standard Dose, 450 mg/kg (51 mg/m) 
Exponential decay: 1X:t1/2=44 min (19-58 min) 
3X:t1/2=60 min (13-31 min); 12 min (31-58 min) 
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3.9 Conclusion - Comparison of light emission kinetics from different routes of 

substrate administration 

 Lipshutz et al. (Contag lab) reported in 2001 [65] that “Intraperitoneal injection of 

luciferin results in rapid uptake into the vascular system and yields similar data, but slightly 

delayed light emission, to that obtained with intravenous delivery of the substrate (data not 

shown).”  As previously discussed, Wang and El-Diery reported [90] in early-2003 based on 

a single set of images that “Intraperitoneal injection serves an alternative and effective route 

for D-luciferin delivery, although the maximal luminescent intensity was 4-10 times lower 

than that from intravenous injection.”  Therefore, prior the present study, no rigorous studies 

were found in the literature comparing the different routes of luciferin administration effects 

on light emission kinetics. 

Table 3.1 presents a summary of the kinetic images and tumor sizes that were 

evaluated.  Table 3.2 presents the results of the peak light emissions and the decay of the 

light emission following peak.  For the s.c. infusion route, calculation of time to peak was not 

relevant since some image sequences had a continuing slight increase in emission while 

others peaked with a relatively slow decrease. 

Figure 3.42 presents the means (±SE) of the kinetic emissions following i.p, s.c., and 

i.v. luciferin injection demonstrating kinetic profiles of bioluminescence emissions that are 

highly dynamic.  Figure 3.43 presents the kinetic data on a semi-log scale and clearly shows 

the differences in the exponential decays of the light emission depending upon injection 

route. Figure 3.44 presents a typical sequence of images (in this case using s.c. injection) 

from which all of the kinetic data was derived. 
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For the s.c. and i.p. injection routes, there was a rapid increase in integrated light 

emission to a peak at about 11 minutes.  The light emission then decreased in a bi-

exponential manner with near equal decay constants, yielding a simplifying single 

exponential decay of approximately 6.2 minutes and 9.2 minutes for the s.c. and i.p routes, 

respectively.  The i.v. injection route provided a very rapid time to peak at about 5 minutes, 

near the time of initiation of image acquisition, with a mean decay half-life of 3.6 minutes 

between 16 and 43 minutes following injection.  The kinetics beyond 43 minutes were not 

included since the absolute light emissions were very near background noise levels, 

potentially impacting accurate quantification. 

This i.v. route of injection provided the highest mean peak of relative light emission 

320% and 550% greater than s.c. and i.p. injection routes, respectively, while its decay rate 

was much more rapid. 

The s.c. infusion route showed a mean peak of light emission for this route of 1,660 

rlu/min/mm3 and was similar to that for the single s.c. injection. Due both to the small 

number of imaging sequences as well as the variability of the images, there was a large SE 

associated with this injection route.  This continuous infusion route shows a relatively stable 

long-term emission as compared to single i.p., s.c., or i.v.  injections. 

 The results of the study showed that there were distinctly different kinetic profiles of 

bioluminescence light emission depending upon the route of the luciferin substrate injection. 

I.p. injection, the route of injection used in more than 90% of the small animal BLI 

studies reported in literature, provided the lowest light emission during the first 28 minutes 
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following injection, but the highest light emission following 28 minutes.  The i.p. route only 

had a peak emission of 20% of the i.v. injection route and 60% of the s.c. injection route. 

For i.v. injection, the light emission decay was the fastest causing a high degree of 

variability in quantification.  The rate of change of BLI emission was greater than 10% per 

minute from 19 to 37 minutes following injection, and peaked at 15% per minute at 25 

minutes. 

 The s.c. injection route provided light emission approximately twice as high as i.p. 

injection.  

 The final route of injection, s.c. injection followed by s.c. continuous infusion 

provided relatively stable light emission over a long period, with the light emission varying 

≤2% per minute following peak. 
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Table 3.1 –Kinetic Imaging Summary 

Luciferin Substrate
Injection Route

Number of
Kinetic

Image Sets
Number of

Images

Tumor
Volume Range

Vol 1 = (W x L x H)
(mm3)

Tumor
Volume Range

Vol 2 = (W2 x L)/2
(mm3)

Tumor Projected
Area Range
A = (W x L)

(mm2)

Intravenous (i.v.) 10 543 70 to 1,270
(Mean 392) 

110 to 1,290
(Mean 446)

40 to 220
(Mean 106) 

Subcutaneous (s.c.) 27 567 20 to 1,180
(Mean 359) 

50 to 950
(Mean 356) 

30 to 200
(Mean 93) 

Intraperitoneal (i.p.) 49 1,029 20 to 1,430
(Mean 320) 

20 to 1,080
(Mean 344) 

20 to 250
(Mean 93) 

Subcutaneous (s.c.)
with s.c.infusion

10 312 260 to 1,740
(Mean 610) 

270 to 1,210
(Mean 601) 

70 to 260
(Mean 124) 

 

 

 

Table 3.2 – Summary of Peak Emissions and Decay for Various Luciferin Injection Routes 

Luciferin Substrate
Injection Route

Mean Time
to Peak

(min ± SE)

Mean Peak
(Vol. 1)

(rlu/min/mm3 ± SE)

Mean Peak
(Vol. 2)

(rlu/min/mm3 ± SE)

Mean Peak
(Area)

(rlu/min/mm2 ± SE)

Mean Decay Half-life 
after Peak (Vol 2 )

(min ± SE)

Intravenous (i.v.) 5.2 ± 0.5 7,400 ± 1,550 6,040 ± 1,130 24,280 ± 5,000 3.6 ± 0.1

Subcutaneous (s.c.) 11.1 ± 0.3 2,270 ± 300 1,890 ± 210 6,330 ± 740 6.2 ± 0.1

Intraperitoneal (i.p.) 11.4 ± 0.4 1,400 ± 100 1,090 ± 90 3,620 ± 330 9.2 ± 0.2

Subcutaneous (s.c.)
with s.c.infusion

N/A 1,820 ± 240 1,660 ± 170 7,670 ± 760 N/A
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Figure 3.42 – Bioluminescent Light Emission Kinetic Profiles 
for Various Luciferin Injection Routes (Vol 2) 
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Figure 3.43 – Bioluminescent Light Emission Kinetic Profiles for  
Various Luciferin Injection Routes (Vol 2) - BLI emission decays exponentially for each 

injection route, but at very different rates.  After 43 minutes, the BLI emission following i.v. 
injection approaches the level of background noise which effects quantification. 
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Figure 3.44 – Typical kinetic bioluminescent imaging sequence overlaying a light image of 
the mouse showing the high level of spatial discrimination 

(These images are following s.c. injection of luciferin) 
 

 

 

 



 

CHAPTER 4 

CORRELATION OF IN VIVO BIOLUMINESCENCE EMISSION 

WITH TUMOR SIZE 

 

4.1 Evaluation of the s.c tumor in vivo bioluminescent light emission at various time 

points following luciferin i.p. injection as tumor size varies  

 Previous studies have shown for tumors in various locations a correlation between 

tumor volume or mass and the bioluminescence light emission [24, 62].  One aim of this 

study was to perform a more detailed evaluation to corroborate this data and attempt to 

determine whether this correlation changes depending upon luciferin injection location or 

tumor measurement technique. 

As discussed previously, the s.c. tumors were measured in the three axes with calipers 

and the sizes recorded.  To determine if there is a correlation between light emission and 

tumor size, regression analyses of the second cohort of mice (n=6) was performed using the 

magnitudes of the kinetic images and tumor size.   Further, since the light emission is 

affected by tissue attenuation, the tumor sizes were considered both by tumor volume and 

tumor projected surface area.  The tumors were typically singular or double masses in long 

ellipsoidal, irregular shapes in which accurate volumes could not be determined.  Therefore, 

the sizes were approximated.  While there is no universally accepted tumor volume 

calculation, an equation for a rectangular box (Eqn. 4.1) and an ellipsoid (Eqn. 4.4) were 

used for this study. 
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LWHVV box ==1  where L, W, & H are length, width and height                        Eqn 4.1 

 

ABCVellipsoid π
3
4

= , where A,B,C are the radii of the tumor                               Eqn. 4.2 

6

2baVellipsoid π= , where a,b are the length and width of the tumor, and a<b,       Eqn 4.3 

                                  and assuming that the width and the height are equal 

 

For simplicity, this is approximated by: 

 

2

2

2
baVV ellipsoid ≅= , where a and b are major axes lengths, and a<b                    Eqn. 4.4 

 

For simplicity, the tumor projected area use for the correlation analyses was: 

 

LWAproj =                                                                                                             Eqn 4.5 

 

Given that the i.p. injection kinetic curves showed a relatively rapid change in the 

light emission in the first 4 to 8 minutes with the peak at approximately 11 minutes, then 

followed by light emission decay with a half-life of 12 to 20 minutes, it was of interest to 

determine if correlations varied over the timeframes.  Regression analysis was performed at 

each time point, beginning 4 minutes after luciferin i.p. injection and each 3 minutes 

thereafter for 64 minutes, for integrated light emission versus both tumor volume calculations 
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and tumor projected surface area (n=1,029 images).  Representative time points for the 

regression of integrated light emission versus tumor volume (L x W x H) were selected at the 

peak of the kinetic profile and at 4, 10, 22, and 40 minutes following luciferin i.p. injection 

for each image set (n=49) and are shown in Figures 4.1 through 4.5.  Additionally, the R-

values from the regression analyses at each time point for both tumor volume calculations 

and tumor projected surface area are shown in Figure 4.6. 

The regression analyses and related R-values show that beginning at approximately 8 

to 10 minutes and for up to one hour following luciferin injection, there was a strong 

correlation between tumor volume and tumor integrated light emission.  Further, there was 

minimal difference in using either volume calculation or projected surface area calculation.  

Therefore, it is appropriate to use bioluminescence imaging of s.c. tumors following i.p. 

luciferin injection at any single time point near and following the peak of the light emission. 

Using this conclusion, and assuming that the light emission kinetics for s.c. tumors 

could be extrapolated to the previous reported studies for all tumor locations, the studies that 

use an image acquisition at a time point before the peak, or <10 minutes following luciferin 

injection (about 40% of the sample studies) could have more variability that otherwise 

expected or reported [22, 65, 73, 76, 77, 80, 83, 86, 87, 89, 95]. 
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Integrated Light Following IP Luciferin Injection
SC Injection of HeLa-Luc on 06-23-03 (n=49)
Peak Relative to Tumor Volume (L x W x H)
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Figure 4.1 – i.p. luciferin injection 
Regression analysis of the integrated light emission 

at the peak of the kinetic curve versus volume 
R-value = 0.81 

Integrated Light Following IP Luciferin Injection
SC Injection of HeLa-Luc on 06-23-03 (n=49)

4 Minute Image Relative to Tumor Volume (L x W x H)
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Figure 4.2 – i.p. luciferin injection 
Regression analysis of the integrated light emission at 4 minutes versus volume 

R-value = 0.17 
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Integrated Light Following IP Luciferin Injection
SC Injection of HeLa-Luc on 06-23-03 (n=49)

10 Minute Image Relative to Tumor Volume (L x W x H)
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Figure 4.3 – i.p. luciferin injection 
Regression analysis of the integrated light emission  at 10 minutes versus volume 

R-value = 0.79 

Integrated Light Following IP Luciferin Injection
SC Injection of HeLa-Luc on 06-23-03 (n=49)

22 Minute Image Relative to Tumor Volume (L x W x H)
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Figure 4.4 – i.p. luciferin injection 
Regression analysis of the integrated light emission at 22 minutes versus volume 

R-value = 0.81 
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Integrated Light Following IP Luciferin Injection
SC Injection of HeLa-Luc on 06-23-03 (n=49)

40 Minute Image Relative to Tumor Volume (L x W x H)
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Figure 4.5 – i.p. luciferin injection 
Regression analysis of the integrated light emission at 40 minutes versus volume 

R-value = 0.8 

Relative Light Signal Kinetics
IP Injections (n=49)
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Figure 4.6 – i.p. luciferin injection 
R-values of regression analyses of the integrated light emission 

versus volume and area 
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4.2 Evaluation of the s.c tumor in vivo bioluminescent light emissions at various time 

points following luciferin s.c. injection as tumor size varies 

The same analyses as for the i.p. luciferin injections were performed on the second 

cohort of mice (n=6) for s.c. luciferin injections on the s.c. tumors.  Regression analysis was 

performed at each time point, beginning 4 minutes after luciferin s.c. injection and each 3 

minutes thereafter for 64 minutes, for integrated light emission versus both tumor volume 

calculations and tumor projected surface area (n=567 images).  Representative time points 

for the regression of integrated light emission versus tumor volume (L x W x H) were 

selected at the peak of the kinetic profile and at 4, 10, 22, and 40 minutes following luciferin 

s.c. injection for each image set (n=27) and are shown in Figures 4.7 through 4.11.  

Additionally, the R-values from the regression analyses at each time point for both tumor 

volume calculations and tumor projected surface area are shown in Figure 4.12. 

As in the i.p. luciferin injection analysis, R-values for the s.c. injection route are 

lowest prior to peak emission at approximately 11 minutes, and show a moderately strong 

correlation (0.8 < R < 0.9) for the duration of the imaging.  Therefore, s.c. luciferin injection 

appears to allow for sufficient biodistribution to correlate bioluminescent light emission to 

tumor size near or following peak emission. 
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Integrated Light Following SC Luciferin Injection
SC Injection of HeLa-Luc on 06-23-03 (n=27)
Peak Relative to Tumor Volume (L x W x H)
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Figure 4.7 – s.c. luciferin injection 
Regression analysis of the integrated light emission 

at the peak of the kinetic curve versus volume 
R-value = 0.78 

Integrated Light Following SC Luciferin Injection
SC Injection of HeLa-Luc on 06-23-03 (n=27)

4 Minute Image Relative to Tumor Volume (L x W x H)
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Figure 4.8 – s.c. luciferin injection 
Regression analysis of the integrated light emission at 4 minutes versus volume 

R-value = 0.56 
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Integrated Light Following SC Luciferin Injection
SC Injection of HeLa-Luc on 06-23-03 (n=27)

10 Minute Image Relative to Tumor Volume (L x W x H)
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Figure 4.9 – s.c. luciferin injection 
Regression analysis of the integrated light emission at 10 minutes versus volume 

R-value = 0.75 

Integrated Light Following SC Luciferin Injection
SC Injection of HeLa-Luc on 06-23-03 (n=27)

22 Minute Image Relative to Tumor Volume (L x W x H)
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Figure 4.10 – s.c. luciferin injection 
Regression analysis of the integrated light emission at 22 minutes versus volume 

R-value = 0.86 
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Integrated Light Following SC Luciferin Injection
SC Injection of HeLa-Luc on 06-23-03 (n=27)

40 Minute Image Relative to Tumor Volume (L x W x H)
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Figure 4.11 – s.c. luciferin injection 
Regression analysis of the integrated light emission at 40 minutes versus volume 

R-value = 0.93 
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 Figure 4.12 – s.c. luciferin injection 
R-values of regression analyses of the integrated light emission 

versus volume and area 
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4.3 Evaluation of the s.c tumor in vivo bioluminescent light emissions at various time 

points following luciferin i.v. injection as tumor size varies 

The same analyses as for the i.p. and s.c. luciferin injections were performed on the 

second cohort of mice (n=6) for i.v. luciferin injections on the s.c. tumors.  Regression 

analysis was performed at each time point, beginning 4 minutes after luciferin i.v. injection 

and each 15 seconds to 3 minutes thereafter for 61 minutes, for integrated light emission 

versus both tumor volume calculations and tumor projected surface area (n=703 images).  

Representative time points for the regression of integrated light emission versus tumor 

volume (L x W x H) were selected at the peak of the kinetic profile and at 4, 10, 22, and 40 

minutes following luciferin i.v. injection for each image set (n=27) and are shown in Figures 

4.13 through 4.17.  Additionally, the R-values from the regression analyses at each time point 

for both tumor volume calculations and tumor projected surface area are shown in Figure 

4.18. 

R-values for the i.v. injection route are moderately strong correlation (0.85 < R < 

0.95) in the first 10 minutes following injection and from about 35 following injection until 

the end of the imaging.  Between 10 minutes and 35 minutes following injection, the 

correlation is much weaker (approximately 0.6 < R < 0.8).  Therefore, i.v. luciferin injection 

appears to allow for sufficient biodistribution to correlate bioluminescent light emission to 

tumor size near the beginning or later in the one hour imaging sequence.  Further analysis, as 

discussed in Section 4.5, provides a basis for these correlation results. 
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Integrated Light Following IV Luciferin Injection
SC Injection of HeLa-Luc on 06-23-03 (n=10)
Peak Relative to Tumor Volume (L x W x H)
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Figure 4.13 – i.v. luciferin injection 
Regression analysis of the integrated light emissionat the peak of the kinetic curve versus 

volume 
R-value = 0.93 

Integrated Light Following IV Luciferin Injection
SC Injection of HeLa-Luc on 06-23-03 (n=10)

4 Minute Image Relative to Tumor Volume (L x W x H)
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Figure 4.14 – i.v. luciferin injection 
Regression analysis of the integrated light emission at 4 minutes versus volume 

R-value = 0.93 
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Integrated Light Following IV Luciferin Injection
SC Injection of HeLa-Luc on 06-23-03 (n=10)

10 Minute Image Relative to Tumor Volume (L x W x H)
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Figure 4.15 – i.v. luciferin injection 
Regression analysis of the integrated light emission at 10 minutes versus volume 

R-value = 0.90 

Integrated Light Following IV Luciferin Injection
SC Injection of HeLa-Luc on 06-23-03 (n=10)

22 Minute Image Relative to Tumor Volume (L x W x H)
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Figure 4.16 – i.v. luciferin injection 
Regression analysis of the integrated light emission 

at 22 minutes versus volume 
R-value = 0.70 
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Integrated Light Following IV Luciferin Injection
SC Injection of HeLa-Luc on 06-23-03 (n=10)

40 Minute Image Relative to Tumor Volume (L x W x H)
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Figure 4.17 – i.v. luciferin injection 
Regression analysis of the integrated light emission at 40 minutes versus volume 

R-value = 0.86 
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 Figure 4.18 – i.v. luciferin injection 

R-values of regression analyses of the integrated light emission versus volume and area 
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4.4 Evaluation of the s.c tumor in vivo bioluminescent light emissions at various time 

points following a bolus s.c. luciferin injection and a continuous s.c. luciferin infusion as 

tumor size varies  

As for the i.p., s.c. and i.t. studies, luciferin injections were performed on the second 

cohort of mice (n=6) for s.c. luciferin bolus injections followed by an s.c. infusion on the s.c. 

tumors.  Regression analysis was performed at each time point, beginning 4 minutes after s.c. 

bolus luciferin injection and each 3 minutes thereafter for 61 minutes, for integrated light 

emission versus both tumor volume calculations and tumor projected surface area (n=312 

images).  Representative time points for the regression of integrated light emission versus 

tumor volume (L x W x H) were selected at the peak of the kinetic profile and at 4, 10, 22, 

and 40 minutes following s.c. bolus luciferin injection for each image set (n=27) and are 

shown in Figures 4.19 through 4.23.  Additionally, the R-values from the regression analyses 

at each time point for both tumor volume calculations and tumor projected surface area are 

shown in Figure 4.24. 
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Integrated Light Following
SC Injection of 1x106 HeLa-Luc on 06-23-03, 

SC Bolus Injection of Luciferin at Time = 0 Minutes
SC Infusion of Luciferin @ 11.5 µl/min (n=10)
Peak Relative to Tumor Volume (L x W x H)
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Figure 4.19 – s.c. luciferin bolus injection and s.c. luciferin infusion 
Regression analysis of the integrated light emission at the peak of the kinetic curve 

versus volume 
R-value = 0.64 

Integrated Light Following
SC Injection of 1x106 HeLa-Luc on 06-23-03, 

SC Bolus Injection of Luciferin at Time = 0 Minutes
SC Infusion of Luciferin @ 11.5 µl/min (n=10)

4 Minute Image Relative to Tumor Volume (L x W x H)
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Figure 4.20 – s.c. luciferin bolus injection and s.c. luciferin infusion 
Regression analysis of the integrated light emission at 4 minutes versus volume 

R-value = 0.53 
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Integrated Light Following
SC Injection of 1x106 HeLa-Luc on 06-23-03, 

SC Bolus Injection of Luciferin at Time = 0 Minutes
SC Infusion of Luciferin @ 11.5 µl/min (n=10)

10 Minute Image Relative to Tumor Volume (L x W x H)
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Figure 4.21 – s.c. luciferin bolus injection and s.c. luciferin infusion 
Regression analysis of the integrated light emission at 10 minutes versus volume 

R-value = 0.65 

Integrated Light Following
SC Injection of 1x106 HeLa-Luc on 06-23-03, 

SC Bolus Injection of Luciferin at Time = 0 Minutes
SC Infusion of Luciferin @ 11.5 µl/min (n=10)

22 Minute Image Relative to Tumor Volume (L x W x H)
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Figure 4.22 – s.c. luciferin bolus injection and s.c. luciferin infusion 
Regression analysis of the integrated light emission at 22 minutes versus volume 

R-value = 0.70 
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Integrated Light Following
SC Injection of 1x106 HeLa-Luc on 06-23-03, 

SC Bolus Injection of Luciferin at Time = 0 Minutes
SC Infusion of Luciferin @ 11.5 µl/min (n=10)

40 Minute Image Relative to Tumor Volume (L x W x H)
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Figure 4.23 – s.c. luciferin bolus injection and s.c. luciferin infusion 
Regression analysis of the integrated light emission at 40 minutes versus volume 

R-value = 0.64 

Relative Light Signal Kinetics
SC Bolus Injections with SC Infusion (n=10)

R-Value of Regressions (n=312 Images)
Integrated Light Correlated with Tumor Volume and Area
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 Figure 4.24 – s.c. luciferin bolus injection and s.c. luciferin infusion 
R-values of regression analyses of the integrated light emission 

versus volume and area 
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4.5 Conclusion - Comparison of correlations of light emission with tumor size based 

upon different routes of substrate administration 

As previously discussed, the correlation coefficients (R) from the regression analyses 

at each time point were determined for each route of luciferin administration.  Each route 

presented a unique profile for the regression analysis over the timeframe of imaging.  It was 

postulated that the correlation between light emission and tumor size could be affected by the 

luciferin biodistribution, as indicated by the rate of change of the light emission.  The rate of 

change of change of light emission at each time point was calculated and overlaid on the 

correlation profiles for each route of luciferin administration, as shown in Figures 4.25 

through 4.28. 

For the i.p. injection route, a weak correlation (R < 0.8) was shown during the rise to 

peak emission.  During this time, the absolute rate of change of light emission was much 

greater than 10% until immediately prior to peak.  The correlation attained an R > 0.8 by 11 

minutes at peak emission, and remained nearly constant over the remaining imaging 

timeframe.  The absolute rate of change was between 3% and 9% during this time period. 

Similar to the i.p. injection route, the s.c. injection route had a weak correlation (R < 

0.8) during the rise to peak emission.  Again, the absolute percent rate of change of light 

emission was much greater than 10% until immediately prior to peak.  Following the peak, at 

approximately 11 minutes, and upon stable decay was attained after 19 minutes, the absolute 

rate of change stayed between 4% and 10%.  The corresponding correlation for this 

timeframe through the end of imaging remained a relatively strong 0.8 < R < 0.9. 
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The i.v. injection route provided a strong correlation (R > 0.8) between light emission 

and tumor size at all times that the absolute rate of change of emission remained less that 9%, 

including the time of the first image at 4 minutes following luciferin injection.  Even during 

the period of time of most rapid change, between 15 min and 30 minutes after luciferin 

injection when the rate of change was between 9% and 15%, the correlation remained at 0.65 

< R < 0.8. 

The s.c. injection followed by s.c. continuous infusion route surprisingly provided the 

weakest correlation over the entire kinetic imaging sequence.  The correlation coefficient 

only attained a maximum of about 0.7 during the timeframe of 20 to 30 minute post-

injection.  While the absolute rates of change of emissions were extremely stable beginning 

at about 15 minutes, the correlation coefficient was below an arbitrarily acceptable level (R > 

8).  This unexpected result may be explained by the low number of imaging sequences in 

addition to the relatively large variability.  It is recommended that further study be performed 

to determine the inconsistency of the results for the s.c. infusion route compared to the other 

routes. 
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    Figure 4.25 – i.p. luciferin injection 
R-values of regression analyses of the integrated light emission  

versus volume (V2) and relation with the absolute rate of change of light emission 
 

 Figure 4.26 – s.c. luciferin injection 
R-values of regression analyses of the integrated light emission  

versus volume (V2) and relation with the absolute rate of change of light emission 
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  Figure 4.27 – i.v. luciferin injection 
R-values of regression analyses of the integrated light emission  

versus volume (V2) and relation with the absolute rate of change of light emission 
 

Figure 4.28 – s.c. luciferin injection with s.c. infusion 
R-values of regression analyses of the integrated light emission  

versus volume (V2) and relation with the absolute rate of change of light emission 
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CHAPTER 5 

EFFECTS OF ANESTHESIA ADMINISTRATION AND AMBIENT AIR HEATING 

ON IN VIVO BIOLUMINESCENCE EMISSION 

 

5.1 BACKGROUND 

 There have been no published studies on the effects of anesthesia on light emissions 

in bioluminescence imaging.  Based upon a review of a sample of 38 small animal imaging 

studies, there also does not appear to be a consistent protocol for anesthesia administration 

during imaging.  An injected ketamine/xylazine cocktail was the most common anesthesia 

(34% of the studies) [25, 66, 68, 73, 80-82, 87, 90, 91, 93, 94, 98].  The second most 

common was injected pentobarbital [22, 61, 76, 83, 88, 95] with 16% .  The third most 

common was inhaled isoflurane (2 at 2% [62, 63] and 2 at 1%-3% [96, 97]) and injected 

Avertin [67, 78, 86, 89] each with 11% of the studies.  The following anesthesia agents were 

injected and used in only one study each (3%): chloral hydrate [33], Nembutal [36], 

Droperidol/Midazolam [65], Metofane [46, 66], Hypnorm/Dormicum [24], 

Domitor/Climasol/Fentanyl [55].  Finally, seven studies (13%) did not describe the 

anesthesia protocol [64, 79, 81, 87, 98, 100, 101]. 

 Since there was no literature on anesthesia effects on bioluminescence imaging 

available for review prior to my studies, anesthesia administration in the Department of 

Advanced Radiological Sciences varied from study to study, and even within studies the 

inhaled anesthesia was not strictly controlled.  In the first study in collaboration with Dr. 

Granger, an i.p. injection of Avertin was used for sedation followed by luciferin i.p. injection 
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nominally 25 minutes prior to imaging.  During the imaging, the mice were maintained on 

1% to 2% isoflurane with 1 l/min O2 anesthesia administered with a nose cone.  In the second 

study in collaboration with Dr. Granger, Avertin was not used.  Instead, following luciferin 

injection i.p., the mice were placed in a chamber with 1% to 3% isoflurane provided in 

parallel with the nose cone and sedated up to 25 minutes prior to imaging.  Therefore, the 

anesthesia was not consistently regulated and instances occurred in which the inhaled 

isoflurane was maintained at the sedation dose of 3% isoflurane, rather than being reduced to 

nominally 1.5%.  The isoflurane anesthesia fraction was recorded as 1.5%, with any effects 

of not reducing the rate ignored. 

 In the i.p. injection for kinetic imaging study of s.c. tumors in collaboration with Drs. 

Paroo and Braasch, the anesthesia protocol was sedation 3% isoflurane for 4 minutes 

immediately prior to imaging, with a reduction to 1% for the hour-long kinetic imaging.  

Following the protocol, the kinetics profile was as shown in Section 3.4.  The same 

anesthesia protocol was used for the i.p., s.c., and i.v. comparison study, with the exception 

the anesthesia during imaging was set at 1.5% to 2%.  There were a few instances in which 

the isoflurane was inadvertently left at 3% for some or all of the kinetic image series.  Upon 

completion of the imaging, evaluation of the kinetics profile showed a profile different than 

anticipated. 

 Figure 5.1 shows a representative profile of a properly applied anesthesia protocol 

(1.5%-2%) and an incorrectly applied protocol (3%).  The 3% anesthesia caused a delay in 

achieving peak light emission, and a much slower decay in light emission.  Further, the light 
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emission magnitude was subdued.  Figure 5.2 shows the same profiles on a semi-log graph 

which indicates the exponential decay nature of the bioluminescent light emission. 
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Figure 5.1 – Representative effect of anesthesia on light emission profile 
Peak (1-1/2%):  1,081,610 r.l.u/min @ 10 minutes,  

Peak (3%):  609,069 r.l.u./min @ 37 minutes 
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Figure 5.2 – Representative effect of anesthesia on light emission profile (semi-log) 
Exponential decay (1-1/2%): t1/2=3.6 min (16-22 min), 

4.6 min (22-31 min), 8.4 min (31-49 min) 
Exponential decay (3%): t1/2=26.4 min (37-64 min) 
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It is well understood that anesthesia can have various effects on the physiology of 

laboratory animals, including some which could influence bioluminescent light emission.  In 

particular, changes in hemodynamics can cause increased or decreased blood flow and 

oxygen availability to the tumor [102-105] affecting the luciferin/luciferase reaction as well 

as change the distribution kinetics of the luciferin to the tumor.  Additionally, changes in 

vasodilation in the skin [106] may affect emitted light absorption and scattering.  Finally, it is 

recognized that use of anesthetics can cause hypothermia, that the amount of hypothermia 

may be dose-dependent [107], and that the reduced core temperature affects the metabolic 

rate [108], which may have additional effects on bioluminescent light emission.  
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5.2 Evaluation the light emission kinetics of s.c. HeLa-luc tumors in nude/nude mice 

following luciferin injection with differing inhaled anesthesia concentrations. 

To better understand the effect of anesthesia on bioluminescence light emission, a 

more rigorous study was performed.  The study was planned to evaluate use of the most 

commonly injectable anesthesia, a ketamine/xylazine cocktail, as compared to the most 

common inhaled anesthesia, isoflurane, at various concentrations.  Isoflurane is also the most 

common anesthetic used within the Division of Advanced Radiological Sciences for 

bioluminescence studies.  A further dependent condition, ambient heating of the subject 

animal for temperature maintenance during the imaging, was also planned since there were 

no investigations found in the literature evaluating the effect of animal temperature 

maintenance on bioluminescence light emission, and to minimize effects of anesthesia-

induced hypothermia. 

Following the same protocol as previously discussed, athymic nude/nude mice (n=18) 

were injected s.c. over the right flank with 2 x 106 HeLa-luc cells (provided by the 

Shay/Wright lab), with 9 subjects developing tumors that were of sufficient size for 

quantification in this study. 

A ketamine/xylazine cocktail was prepared to provide a dose of 100 mg/kg of 

ketamine (Ketaset III, Fort Dodge Animal Health, Fort Dodge, IA) and 10 mg/kg of xylazine 

(X-Ject SA, Phoenix Scientific, Inc., St. Joseph, MO) in a 1:4 solution of sterilized (0.22 

micron filter, Millex-GS, Millipore, Carrighwohill, Ireland) PBS at 7.0 pH.  For this study, 

the animal was anesthetized for approximately 30 seconds with 3% isoflurane in 1 l/min O2 

applied with a nose cone, followed immediately by i.p. injection of the ketamine/xylazine 
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cocktail, and termination of the isoflurane application.  The nose cone continued to provide 

100% oxygen. 

As in the ketamine/xylazine anesthesia, isoflurane at a concentration of 3% in 1 l/min 

O2, was applied using a nose cone for approximately 4 minutes for initial anesthesia.  The 

concentration was then reduced to one of two pre-determined concentration levels.  To more 

thoroughly evaluate the concentrations’ effects on bioluminescence light emission observed 

on earlier studies, the “standard” 1-1/2% in 1 l/min O2 used in most of the earlier studies was 

used as well as a substantially higher 2-1/2% in 1 l/min O2 concentration. 

In previous studies, it was observed that mouse body temperatures tended to drop 

during the kinetic imaging studies, even when placed on a delta-phase isothermal pad, due to 

the anesthesia in addition to the cooled camera immediately above the animal causing a cool 

downdraft circulation.  To determine whether reduction of the mouse body temperatures 

affected the bioluminescence light emission in concert with differing anesthesia protocols, a 

second variable of ambient air heating in the light-tight box was added.  For ambient air 

heating, a thermostatically-controlled air heater was installed in the box, which would cycle 

on and off to maintain air temperature.  For the no heating condition, the air temperature in 

the box started at ambient room air temperatures generally in the 21ºC to 24ºC range, and 

then decreased. 

A delta-phase isothermal pad heated initially to approximately 37ºC to 40ºC, covered 

by a thin, black, slightly insulated pad for mouse skin surface protection, was used in all 

studies, with or without ambient air heating, to prevent the animal body temperature from 

falling too low.  Ambient air temperature above the mouse was measured using a 
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thermocouple.  Mouse core temperature was measured using a rectal probe which was 

inserted following either the injection of the ketamine/xylazine cocktail or following the 

initial 30 seconds of isoflurane inhalation. 

Imaging was performed using the Genesis CCD camera system and following similar 

protocols previously discussed.  The mice were imaged for two minutes every three minutes 

beginning four minutes following luciferin injection.  The bioluminescence emission was 

quantified using a custom, semi-automated procedure in Igor Pro based upon earlier studies. 

Immediately following imaging while the mouse was still sedated, the tumors were 

measured in three dimensions (length, width and height) using a digital caliper.  The 

volumes,V1 and V2, were calculated using Equations 4.1 and 4.4, respectively, and the 

projected area was calculated using Equation 4.5. 

The Genesis camera is equipped with a cooling system that is regulated to ensure that 

the CCD chip maintains a constant temperature irrespective of ambient conditions.  However, 

to ensure that other components of the camera and image acquisition were not affected by the 

ambient air temperature differences, a small study was performed to compare image 

acquisition of a stable 3H low-light source (Type Ø0.9x2.5 Blau, Traser Systems, 

Switzerland) under heated and unheated air conditions similar to those in the anesthesia 

studies.  A 10 second image was acquired every 30 seconds for 30 consecutive images, and 

the ambient air temperature at the camera head was measured with a thermocouple (with a 

0.1 C sensitivity) and recorded.  The unheated air temperature was 23.6 ± 0.0 (SE) ºC and the 

heated air temperature was 36.0 ± 0.3 ºC (SE).  The associated image acquisitions were 

176,599 ± 171 (SE) and 173,825 ± 165 (SE), respectively, yielding an approximately 1.5% 
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variation total over all images.  This variation is much less than the variability in the 

bioluminescent light emissions in repeated images of the same animal, and can be ignored for 

purposes of the anesthesia and temperature effects study. 

Table 5.1 provides a summary of the anesthesia and ambient heating imaging.  For all 

anesthesia and heating combinations, the tumor sizes spanned from small (< 100 mm3) to 

quite large (>1,500 mm3). 

 

Table 5.1 – Anesthesia and Ambient Heating Imaging Summary 

Anesthesia and
Ambient Air Heating

Number of
Image Sets

Number of
Images

Tumor
Volume Range

Vol 1 = (W x L x H)
(mm3)

Tumor
Volume Range

Vol 2 = (W2 x L)/2
(mm3)

Tumor Projected
Area Range
A = (W x L)

(mm2)

1-1/2% Isoflurane
No Heater

12 259 84 to1,547 108 to 1,522 44 to 246

2-1/2% Isoflurane
No Heater

13 286 77 to 1,547 138 to 1,522 64 to 246

Ketamine/Xylazine
No Heater

11 240 72 to 1,831 96 to 1,661 45 to 262

1-1/2% Isoflurane
with Heater

21 458 55 to 2,618 87 to 2,566 47 to 323

2-1/2% Isoflurane
with Heater

18 396 61 to 2,073 75 to 2,409 34 to 305

Ketamine/Xylazine
with Heater

12 264 54 to 2,618 78 to 2586 36 to 323

 

Table 5.2 provides a summary of the peak bioluminescent light emissions and the 

mouse core temperatures at peak emission.  As Figure 5.3 shows, for all anesthesia protocols, 

the peak emissions were significantly higher when there was no ambient air heating.  In the 

unheated condition, the mouse core temperatures at peak were generally only between 1ºC 

and 1.5ºC cooler without heating, while the peak emissions (Vol 2) were approximately 
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230%, 220% and 95% higher, for 1-1/2% isoflurane, 2-1/2% isoflurane and 

ketamine/xylazene, respectively. 

Table 5.2 – Peak Emission and Associated Mouse Core Temperature 

Anesthesia

Mouse Mean Core 
Temperature at Peak 

Emission
(C ± SE)

Mean
(min ± SE)

Median
(min)

Range
(min)

Mean Peak
(Vol. 1)

(rlu/min/mm3 ± SE)

Mean Peak
(Vol. 2)

(rlu/min/mm3 ± SE)

Mean Peak
(Area)

(rlu/min/mm2 ± SE)

1-1/2% Isoflurane
No Heater

35.5 ± 0.3 9.3 ± 0.5 10 7 to 13 67,020 ± 13,136 54,102 ± 9,241 182,689 ± 26,416

2-1/2% Isoflurane
No Heater

35.2 ± 0.3 14.2 ± 0.9 13 10 to 19 61,694 ± 11,691 50,481 ± 8,969 202,318 ± 32,842

Ketamine/Xylazine
No Heater

35.0 ± 0.4 13.3 ± 0.9 13 7 to 19 84,300 ± 17,665 77,173 ± 13,012 309,076 ± 44,237

1-1/2% Isoflurane
Heater

36.6 ± 0.1 9.6 ± 0.4 10 7 to 13 18,605 ± 1,822 16,240 ± 1,577 71,632 ± 8,647

2-1/2% Isoflurane
Heater

36.7 ± 0.2 14.4 ± 1.1 13 7 to 31 19,116 ± 3,624 15,654 ± 2,389 66,489 ± 9,397

Ketamine/Xylazine
Heater

36.2 ± 0.3 13.5 ± 1.1 13 7 to 19 46,713 ± 11,619 39,513 ± 8,459 147,964 ± 27,026

Time to Peak Emission
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Figure 5.3 – Anesthesia and Ambient Air Heating Effects on Peak Emission 
Vol. 2 (W2 * L/2) - Temperatures shown are the mouse core temperatures 

at the time of peak emission 
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Figure 5.4 provides the results of the kinetic imaging for 1-1/2% isoflurane anesthesia 

with no ambient are heating, showing the effect of differing calculations for volume or 

projected surface area for tumor size.  The relative comparisons of tumor volumes and areas 

for the protocol shown are typical for all protocols, so all further discussion will be in terms 

of tumor sizes based upon volume 2 (Vol 2 or V2), ellipsoidal  calculations. 
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Figure 5.4 – Kinetic Mean (±SE) Light Emission Profile Using 1-1/2% Isoflurane and 
No Ambient Air Heating 

 
 

Figure 5.5 provides a comparison of the bioluminescence emission results for the 

three anesthesia protocols with no ambient air heating, and Figure 5.6 provides the 

comparison with ambient air heating. 
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Figure 5.5 – Kinetic Mean (±SE) Light Emission - No Ambient Air Heating 
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As shown in Figure 5.5, in the unheated condition, the isoflurane protocols produced 

mean peaks within about 10% of each other, whereas the ketamine/xylazine protocol 

produced a mean peak approximately 50% higher than either of the isoflurane protocols.  The 

time to peak for the mean of the 1-1/2% isoflurane kinetic studies was shortest at 

approximately 9 – 10 minutes, while the time to peak for the mean of the 2-1/2% isoflurane 

and the ketamine/xylazene kinetic studies was delayed to approximately 13 – 14 minutes. 

As shown in Figure 5.6, in the heated condition, the isoflurane protocols produced 

mean peaks within about 10% of each other, whereas the ketamine/xylazine protocol 

produced a mean peak substantially higher, approximately 150% more than the isoflurane 

protocol. 

A regression analysis was performed on the relationship between the bioluminescent 

light emissions and the tumor volumes under the various anesthesia and ambient air heating 

conditions for each of the 21 time points in the data acquisition.  Figures 5.7 through 5.12 

show one set of data and the regression line at a single representative post-peak emission 

time point, 22 minutes after luciferin injection, for each protocol.  Figure 5.13 though 5.15 

present the R-value for the data sets at each time step for unheated versus heated ambient air 

conditions for the three anesthesia protocols.  The bioluminescent light emission generally 

showed a moderately strong relationship (0.7 < R < 0.9) following peak emission until about 

one hour post-luciferin injection.  Heated ambient air generally provided either a minimal or 

no increase in strength of the relationship.   While there are some conditions that the data in 

this study show a somewhat stronger relationship than others, the data do not show any 

benefit or disadvantage of heating the ambient air as applied to tumor size correlation.  One 
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anomaly to the relationship was seen from the data, however.  As shown in Figure 5.14, 

under 2-1/2% isoflurane in unheated ambient air, the relationship was very poor (0.3 < R < 

0.4) for all time points.  The data was rigorously evaluated to determine if there were outliers 

responsible for this poor relationship, and none could be identified.  Further studies should be 

performed to determine if there is a basis for the poor relationship. 

5.3 Conclusions regarding anesthesia and ambient air heating 

The analyses show that the selection of anesthesia can have marked effects on the 

bioluminescent light emission that should be considered in development of BLI studies.  In 

particular, use of a ketamine/xylazene cocktail provided between 50% and 150% more light 

emission than the use of isoflurane in either 1-1/2% or 2-1/2% concentrations.  The use of the 

standard 1-1/2% isoflurane caused a light emission peak of about 9 to 10 minutes post-

luciferin injection, whereas the ketamine/xylazene and the 2-1/2% isoflurane caused the peak 

emission to shift to about 13 to 14 minutes post-injection.  This is especially important in the 

design of single point imaging studies, as opposed to kinetic imaging studies, which 

comprise the majority reported in literature as well as within the Division of Advanced 

Radiological Sciences.  The relatively fast rise and rapidly changing light emission rate prior 

to peak emission leads to a poorer relationship with tumor volume.  After peak emission, the 

light emission changes more slowly and the tumor volume/light emission correlation remains 

relatively strong.  Therefore, the anesthesia protocol should be a consideration in the 

selection of imaging time points. 

Secondly, rate of decay of the bioluminescent light following from peak emission 

varies with different anesthesia, and with differing concentrations of anesthesia.  In the 
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unheated ambient air condition, the ketamine/xylazine provided a peak emission of 

approximately 50 % higher than the near equal amount of light emission from the standard 1-

1/2% isoflurane and the 2-1/2% isoflurane.  However, due to their slower emission decay, at 

28 minutes after luciferin injection in the unheated air studies, the 2-1/2% isoflurane 

anesthesia allowed a light emission of over 3 times that of the 1-1/2% isoflurane, and the 

ketamine/xylazene allowed over 5 times that of the 1-1/2% isoflurane.  Similar results were 

found in the heated air studies.  Not only is the absolute quantity of light emission important, 

but especially for multiple imaging studies as in tomographic imaging, the sustenance of a 

high level of light output above background over a long period of time may be important.   

Finally, the analyses show that the use of ambient air heating, while not effecting the 

time to peak emission, can substantially affect the quantity of peak light emission.  

Surprisingly, ambient air heating, producing as little difference in mouse core temperature as 

the 1.0ºC to 1.5ºC in these studies, substantially reduced the amount of bioluminescence light 

emission by between 70% for the two isoflurane protocols and 50% for the 

ketamine/xylazine protocol.  Ambient air heating should, therefore, be a consideration in 

future studies designs, especially where absolute magnitude of light emission is important. 
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 Figure 5.7 – Regression Analysis: 1-1/2% Isoflurane – No Ambient Air Heating 
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 Figure 5.8 – Regression Analysis: 1-1/2% Isoflurane – With Ambient Air Heating 
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Integrated Light Emission Relative to Tumor Volume (V2)
(n=13 Images)
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 Figure 5.9 – Regression Analysis: 2-1/2% Isoflurane – No Ambient Air Heating 
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Figure 5.10 – Regression Analysis: 2-1/2% Isoflurane – With Ambient Air Heating 
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Integrated Light Emission Relative to Tumor Volume (V2)
(n=11 Images)
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Figure 5.11 – Regression Analysis: Ketamine/Xylazine – No Ambient Air Heating 
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Figure 5.12 – Regression Analysis: Ketamine/Xylazine – With Ambient Air Heating 
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R-Value of Regressions
Integrated Light Emission Correlated with Tumor Volume (V2)
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 Figure 5.13 – R-Values of Regression Analysis at Each Time Step 
1-1/2% Isoflurane 
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 Figure 5.14 – R-Values of Regression Analysis at Each Time Step 
2-1/2% Isoflurane 
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Figure 5.15 – R-Values of Regression Analysis at Each Time Step 
Ketamine/Xylazine 



 

CHAPTER 6 
GUIDANCE ON IN VIVO BIOLUMINESCENCE IMAGING STUDY DESIGN 

 

6.1 Introduction 

As discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, while each of the investigated routes of luciferin 

administration presents unique situations with regard to administration, kinetics, magnitude 

of light emission, and correlation with tumor size, the results of the these studies leads to the 

conclusion that all of the luciferin substrate injection routes are useful for bioluminescence 

imaging studies.  Each has advantages and disadvantages which should be considered in 

development of the imaging protocol.  These studies further provide evidence that the start of 

imaging timeframes may have an impact on the usefulness of BLI quantification.  

Additionally, the studies demonstrate the novel use of subcutaneous luciferin injection for 

reliable, high throughput, routine bioluminescence imaging as well as a subcutaneous 

injection followed by subcutaneous luciferin continuous infusion for stable imaging of acute 

treatments. 

6.2 Guidance on the route of luciferin substrate administration. 

Analysis of the routes of administration studies lead to the conclusion that the route 

selected can have important effects on the outcome of the imaging results, and should be 

considered prior to initiation of studies.  For guidance in selection of route of administration, 

the following may be helpful: 

6.2.1 Magnitude of light emission 

 The magnitude of peak light emission is frequently the most important factor related 

to bioluminescent imaging due to tissue absorption and scattering.  The peak magnitude of 
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emission is provided by use of the i.v. route of injection, and may be most useful if light 

emission is expected to be low or if maximum light output is required for the study.  As 

compared to s.c. and i.p. and routes, it provided approximately 2 to 5 times as much light 

emission at peak, respectively.  The s.c. routes, both a single bolus injection and a bolus 

injection followed by infusion, provided about 1.7 times the i.p. route. 

6.2.2 Kinetics of light emission 

Whereas, the i.v. route provides maximum emission, it has the most dynamic kinetics 

and requires the most precise control of the timing of the imaging.  For the first 25 minutes, 

the i.v. injection route showed the highest light emission, followed by the s.c. injection route.  

Due to the slower decay, at 25 minutes and following, the i.p. route provided the highest 

emission, followed by the s.c. route.  The s.c. infusion route, when properly adjusted for the 

particular study, can provide a stable light emission close to the peak.  For studies that 

require more setup time following luciferin injection, the i.p., s.c. or s.c. infusion routes 

should be considered. 

6.2.3 Correlation between light emission and tumor volume 

All routes of administration, except the s.c. infusion, provided relatively strong 

correlations, R > 8, between light emission and tumor volume.  The timing of the imaging for 

the strongest correlations was time dependent, though.  The s.c. and i.p. emissions provided 

the best correlations following peak until the end of imaging.  The i.v. route, on the other 

hand, provided its strongest correlation in the first 15 minutes and beginning at 30 minutes 

following injection, due to the rapid change in rate of emission.  If tumor size correlation is 

important, the timing of the imaging should be considered in selection of the injection route. 
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6.2.4 Ease in administration and repetition of imaging 

The novel s.c. administration provided the easiest administration and had the fewest 

misadministrations, due to the large injection space and lack of structures which would 

interfere with proper needle placement.  With the s.c. injection, it was also very easy to 

visually ensure that correct injection had occurred.  The s.c. infusion following bolus 

injection is also very easy to perform in the same space as the bolus injection.  These routes 

lend themselves to repeated imaging studies with minimal time between imaging sets. 

The i.p. administration route is the most common route, also providing a large 

injection space, and is easy is to perform; however, misadministration is possible (~10% of 

the time in these studies) and it is essentially impossible to determine misadministration 

during or following imaging, leading to potentially incorrect or confounding results.  This 

route is also useful for serial imaging sets with little time between them. 

The i.v. injection route is the most challenging, and should only be performed by well 

trained and experienced investigators.  Due to this difficulty, repetition of imaging the same 

day or within days may not be possible due to the invasiveness of the i.v. injection. 

Table 6.1 provides a summary of advantages and disadvantages of the investigated 

routes of injection. 
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Table 6.1 – Guidelines for Selection of Luciferin Injection Routes  

Injection 
Route 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Intravenous 
(i.v.) 

1.  Highest light emission (~5 times 
i.p.), allowing shortest integrated 
imaging time 
2.  Strong tumor size correlation in 
first 10 minutes and after 30 
minutes 
3. Ease in verification of proper 
administration 
4. Previously reported in literature 

1. Fastest emission decay rate 
2. Highest variability in emission 
3. Most difficult to administer 
4. Due to rapid decay rate, small variances 
in image start time can substantially affect 
quantification.  Rate of change is greater 
than 10% per minute between 19 and 37 
minutes. 
5. Most difficult experimental setup for 
imaging immediately following 
administration when correlation is the best 
6. Weaker tumor size correlation between 
10 and 30 minutes 
7. Limited number of administrations over a 
short period of time 

Subcutaneous 
(s.c.) 

1. Moderately high light emission 
(~1.7 times i.p.) 
2. Due to large s.c. space, can 
increase volume of injection to 
increase light emission  to that 
comparable for i.v. injection 
3. Strong tumor size correlation 
after 20 minutes 
4. Very easy to administer 
5. Ease in repeatability of  
administration 
6. No false negatives (due to 
minimal misadministration) 
7. Ease in verification of proper 
administration 

1. Moderate emission decay rate 
2. Weaker tumor size correlation before 20 
minutes 
3. Due to rapid emission rate change, 
variances in image start time can 
substantially affect quantification prior to 
peak when rate of change is greater than 7% 
per minute. 
4. Novel - Not previously reported in 
literature 

Intraperitoneal 
(i.p.) 

1. Strong and consistent tumor size 
correlation after 7 to 10 minutes 
2. Due to peritoneal space, can 
increase volume of injection to 
increase light emission (but not to 
levels of i.v. injection) 
3. Easy to administer 
4. Ease in repeatability of  
administration 
5. Most widely used method 
reported in literature 

1. Lowest light emission (~20% of i.v. and 
~60% of s.c.) 
2. Weaker tumor size correlation before 7 
minutes 
3. Due to rapid emission rate change, 
variances in image start time can 
substantially affect quantification prior to 
peak when rate of change is greater than 7% 
per minute between 19 and 37 minutes. 
4. Moderate potential for false negatives 
(due to misadministration in hitting organs 
or peritoneal structures) 
5. Inability to detect misadministration prior 
to imaging 
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Injection 
Route 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Subcutaneous 
injection and 
continuous 

infusion 

1. Moderately high light emission 
(~1.5 times i.p.) 
2. Due to large s.c. space, can 
increase volume of injection to 
increase light emission  to that 
comparable for i.v. injection 
3. Most stable light emission over 
imaging timeframe after peak when 
rate of change is always ≤2% per 
minute. 
4. Stable light emission may allow 
for acute treatment effects to be 
monitored in parallel with imaging 
(e.g., vascular targeting agent, 
siRNA, etc.)   
5. Ease in repeatability of  
administration 
6. No false negatives (due to 
minimal misadministration) 
7. Ease in verification of proper 
administration 

1. Weakest tumor size correlation 
2. More difficult experimental setup 
requiring infusion 
3. More luciferin used at a higher per 
experiment cost 
 

 

6.3 Guidance on the use of anesthesia 

For s.c. luciferin injection, the magnitude of light emission was substantially higher 

when an injected ketamine/xylazine cocktail rather than inhaled isoflurane.  Without ambient 

air heating, the ketamine/xylazine provided approximately 40% to 50% more light emission 

at peak than the isoflurane, and continued to provide higher light emission until about 35 to 

45 minutes after luciferin injection.   With ambient air heating, the ketamine/xylazine 

provided over 100% more light emission at peak than the isoflurane, and continued to 

provide higher light emission until end of imaging. 

The 1-1/2% and the 2-1/2% inhaled isoflurane anesthesia allowed similar peak 

emissions; however, the 2-1/2% isoflurane delayed the peak emission by approximately 3 

minutes.  The decay of the light emission under 2-1/2% isoflurane were significantly slower 
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than with 1-1/2% isoflurane providing 2 to 3 time higher emissions beginning about 25 

minutes after luciferin injection. 

In regards to correlation between light emission and tumor size, the inhaled isoflurane 

and the injected ketamine/xylazine cocktail anesthesias provided similar correlations, 

typically R > 0.75 following peak emission.  The only exception was the 2-1/2% isoflurane 

in conjunction with no ambient air heating.  (No basis has been found for this discrepancy, 

and further study is recommended.) 

Based upon the above, selection of the anesthesia, and the concentration of the 

anesthesia can have a large impact on both the peak and the kinetics of the light emission.  

Therefore, the anesthesia should be consistently controlled and applied during imaging, and 

choice of injected or inhaled anesthesia should be considered in study design.  The current 

studies only compared anesthesia effects when the s.c. luciferin injection route was used, and 

the guidance may not be applicable to other luciferin injection routes. 

6.4 Guidance on the use of ambient air heating 

The studies show a dramatic influence of ambient air heating on peak light emission.  

Without ambient air heating and lower mouse core temperature of only 1ºC to 1-1/2ºC, the 

peak light emissions were100% to 200% higher than with ambient air heating.  Therefore, the 

use of heating should be consistently controlled and considered in study design. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS 

7.1  Bioluminscent Imaging 

This technology is providing a unique capability for in vivo cellular research that is 

not currently available by any other imaging modality.  With a new technology comes the 

necessity for the practitioner to understand the basics of the science it incorporates, its 

benefits and its limitations.  Further, it is necessary to understand how to properly utilize the 

technology so that the results of experimentation are valid and reproducible. 

The experience gained from several years of use of two different BLI systems in 

various in vivo animal imaging models has provided insight into the bioluminescent imaging 

science and the proper development of imaging protocols.  It is important to realize that in 

vivo small animal imaging involves the myriad dynamics associated with any biological 

system, as well as the particulars of the kinetics of luciferin transport and clearance.  Without 

complete understanding of the kinetics related to the light emission, the results obtained may 

be unreliable 

Therefore, while guidance has been provided herein, it is recommended that the 

investigator consider pilot studies using the specific animal model, light emitting enzyme, 

luciferin injection route, anesthesia method, and temperature maintenance protocol intended 

for the larger study.  Further, it is recommended that pilot kinetic studies be performed to 

determine the appropriate image acquisition time-points to ensure consistent data quality. 

Finally, additional research should be performed in the proper detection of 

bioluminscent light imaging in the following areas: 
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1. Light absorption and scattering in the wavelengths of interest to BLI; 

2. Reconstruction techniques to account for tissue interactions; 

3. The use of three-dimensional imaging to offset the disadvantages of the planar 

images of most existing BLI systems.  

7.2 In vivo small animal fluorescence imaging 

While this paper has discussed almost exclusively bioluminescent imaging, I have 

also begun investigating the use of fluorescent imaging.  Fluorescence imaging, as an 

investigatory scientific technique, is a well established for both in vitro and in vivo studies, 

and will not be discussed in detail.  In vivo small animal imaging using fluorescence has only 

in the last decade achieved significant use with the ability to transfect cells with fluorescent 

proteins, and in particular green fluorescent protein (GFP) discussed in Chapter 1.  With the 

discovery and development of other fluorescent proteins, as well as advances in fluorescent 

nonoparticles, the ability to interrogate small animals in vivo is becoming a valuable tool in 

research.[109] 

The principle behind fluorescent imaging is quite simple and well understood.  

Fluorescent molecules absorb light at one wavelength and re-emit light at another, longer 

wavelength.  When fluorescent molecules receive excitation light at a specific absorption 

wavelength for an electron in a given orbital, the electron rises to an excited, higher energy 

level state. Since electrons in this state are unstable, they return to the ground state by 

releasing energy, known as fluorescence, in the form of light and heat.  Because some of the 

energy is lost as heat, the emitted light contains less energy and is, therefore, at a longer 

wavelength than the absorbed (or excitation) light. 
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The major drawback to small animal in vivo fluorescent imaging is the necessity to 

excite the fluorescent molecules in the animals with the excitation light.  To be of use, the 

excitation light must penetrate the animal’s various tissues to reach the fluorescent molecules 

at whatever depth they are located.  As discussed in Chapter 1 related to tissue optics, light of 

the typical excitation wavelength is highly scattered and absorbed in tissue.  To achieve 

sufficient excitation for adequate detection of emitted light, the light source often must be 

quite bright.  This bright excitation light must then be discriminated (or filtered) from the 

possibly weak emission light of interest which itself has had to pass through the same tissue 

as the excitation light.  Further complicating the imaging is the fact that some animal tissues, 

in particular skin, also autofluoresce at the same or near wavelength as fluorescent probes.  

This autofluorescence creates a higher background “noise” level (as compared to 

bioluminescence imaging) or may be mistaken for light from the reporter molecule, 

especially in planar images where depth is difficult to ascertain.  Therefore, substantial effort 

and expense is required to ensure that appropriate excitation filters properly matched to the 

fluorescent probe are used to minimize excess background light and fluorescence of non-

target tissues.  Additionally, high quality emission filters are required to strictly limit the light 

of interest to reach the camera.  Even the highest quality emission filters are not 100% 

efficient for transmittance of the fluorescent light, thereby causing some loss.  Further, the 

filters are not 100% efficient for blocking wavelengths outside that of interest, and some 

background light will always be present, potentially affecting quantification studies.  All of 

these problems notwithstanding, the benefits of small animal in vivo imaging hold promise 

for scientific research, and the ability was incorporated into the Genesis CCD camera system. 
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The Genesis CCD system’s was designed as the first imaging system in the Department of 

Advanced Radiological Science capability to perform dual mode bioluminescence and 

fluorescence imaging.  Figures 1.12 and 1.13 show the Genesis CCD dual system in the 

configuration for fluorescent imaging with the excitation lights and the emission filter in 

place in the camera. 

At this point in time, the fluorescent imaging capabilities of the Genesis CCD camera 

system are being used for proof of principle to determine its capabilities, and no research 

results are published in this dissertation.  Figure 7.1 provides the first images using this dual 

modality mode.  It was also found in development of this first image that luciferin fluoresces 

upon being subjected to the fluorescence imaging excitation light, and may give confounding 

light emissions, as seen by the luciferin injection artifact.  Therefore, consideration should be 

given to fluorescence imaging first, to be followed by bioluminescence imaging, if both 

modalities are to be employed in within a short time-frame.  The use of the multi-modality 

imaging capabilities of the Genesis camera shows promise, and substantial research is 

warranted to fully utilize its capabilities.  
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Luciferin Injection Artifact 

Figure 7.1 – Representative dual imaging of GFP-expressing fluorescent fibrosarcoma cells (HT1080, HTC75-
htertpEGP) and luciferase-expressing tumorigenic breast epithelial cells (HME50-T-luc).  The cell images were 

taken serially, and overlaid on the light image of the mouse.  Cells were provided by the Shay/Wright lab.
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APPENDIX A 
SUMMARY OF SOME REFERENCED SMALL ANIMAL BIOLUMINESENCE 

IMAGING STUDIES 
 

Route of Luciferin Administration 
IV [68, 72, 90, 98] 
IP [22, 24, 25, 61-70, 73, 76-97, 101] 
Transdermal [61] 
None [100] 
Amount of Luciferin Substrate Administered 
< 100 mg/kg [90, 94] 25, 50 
100 mg/kg [67, 69, 72, 73, 94] 
126 [25, 61, 72, 76-78, 86, 89] 
150 [22, 62, 63, 65, 66, 68, 70, 80, 82-85, 88, 91, 95-97] 
>= 175 mg/kg [24, 94] 
None [64, 79, 81, 87, 98, 100, 101] 
Time to Start 
Kinetics [25, 63, 64, 68, 90] 
<5 [69] 
5 [22, 65, 73, 76, 77, 80, 83, 86, 87, 89] 
5 – <10  [24, 96] 
10 -30 [61, 62, 67, 70, 79, 81, 82, 84, 85, 91, 92, 94, 95, 97] 
None [78, 88, 93, 98, 100, 101] 
Anesthesia 
Ketamine/Xylazine [25, 66, 68, 73, 80-82, 87, 90, 91, 93, 94, 98] 
Isoflurane 2% [62, 63] 
Isoflurane 1-3% [96, 97] 
Avertin [67, 78, 86, 89] 
Pentobarbital [22, 61, 76, 83, 88, 95] 
Chloral Hydrate [77] 
Nembutal [64] 
Droperidol/Midazolam [69] 
Metofane [70, 84] 
Hypnorm/Dormicum [24] 
Domitor/Climasol/Fentanyl [92] 
None [65, 79, 85, 100, 101] 
Toxicology  
Described/Discussed [61, 67, 68, 70, 73, 74] 
Biodistribution 
Described/Discussed [21, 61, 63, 64, 66-73] 
Author 
Contag  Total [21, 22, 61, 62, 65, 66, 71, 74, 76, 78, 80, 83, 86, 88, 89, 91, 95-97] 
Gambhir  Total [25, 68, 79, 81, 82, 87, 93, 100, 101] 
Other  Total [24, 63, 64, 67, 69, 70, 72, 73, 77, 83-85, 90, 92, 94, 98] 
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APPENDIX B 
 

IGOR PRO® CUSTOM PROCEDURE FOR SEMI-AUTOMATED GENERATION 
OF IMAGES AND INTEGRATION OF LIGHT EMISSIONS  
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#pragma rtGlobals=1  // Use modern global access method. 
 
#include <Autosize Images> 
#include <CopyImageSubset> 
#include <All IP Procedures> 
#include <Cross Hair Cursors> 
 
 
Macro ExperimentInitiation() 
//******************************* 
Variable/G TestSubject, TimeStep, NoExperimentImagesOutput, TimeStepOutput=0, 
ImageNo=0, ImageNoNow=0 
Variable/G FirstImageTimeOutput=0, ImageTime=0, FirstImageTime=0, 
FinalBkgdSubtrOutput 
Variable/G ImageLength=1, ImageLengthOutput=1 
String/G PathName, ExperimentName, ExperimentNameOutput, ExperimentDate, 
ExperimentDateOutput 
String/G FirstRawImageFile, FirstRawImageFileOutput 
DeletePoints 0,500, Time_Since_Injection, Integration1, Integration2, Integration3 
ExperimentInit() 
ImageNo=0 
Print "Load Dark Image" 
LoadFirstDarkImage() 
Print "Load Light Image" 
LoadLightImage() 
do 
   ImageNo=ImageNo+1 
   ProcessImage() 
while (ImageNo<NoExperimentImagesOutput) 
FirstImageTime=0 
 
End Macro 
 
 
Function ExperimentInit() 
//*************************** 
Variable/G TestSubject, TimeStepOutput, NoExperimentImagesOutput, 
FirstImageTimeOutput=8, FinalBkgdSubtrOutput=10 
Variable/G ImageLengthOutput=1 
Variable TestSubjectInput=265, NoExperimentImages=21, TimeStep=3, FirstImageTime=4, 
FinalBkgdSubtr=20, ImageLengthInput=2 
String PathName="D:Optical Imaging:Bollinger:Anesthesia:265:05-11-04" 
String ExperimentDate="05-11-04", ExperimentName="265-051104b" 
String FirstRawImageFile="265-051104b" 
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String/G ExperimentNameOutput, ExperimentDateOutput, FirstRawImageFileOutput 
Prompt PathName, "Enter Experiment Path: " 
Prompt ExperimentName, "Enter Experiment Name: " 
Prompt TestSubjectInput, "Enter Test Subject Number: " 
Prompt ExperimentDate, "Enter Experiment Date: " 
Prompt FirstRawImageFile, "Enter First Raw Image File: " 
Prompt NoExperimentImages, "Enter Number of Images This Experiment: " 
Prompt FirstImageTime, "Enter Time After Injection for the First Image (Min): " 
Prompt ImageLengthInput "Enter Image Length (Min): " 
Prompt TimeStep, "Enter the Time Step Between Images (Min): " 
Prompt FinalBkgdSubtr, "Enter Background Subtraction (rlu) :" 
DoPrompt "Enter Experiment Initiation Information", PathName, ExperimentName, 
TestSubjectInput, ExperimentDate, FirstRawImageFile, NoExperimentImages, 
FirstImageTime, ImageLengthInput, TimeStep, FinalBkgdSubtr 
if (V_Flag) 
    return -1 
endif 
NewPath Path1, PathName 
FirstImageTimeOutput=0 
TestSubject=TestSubjectInput 
ExperimentNameOutput=ExperimentName 
ExperimentDateOutput=ExperimentDate 
FirstRawImageFileOutput=FirstRawImageFile 
NoExperimentImagesOutput=NoExperimentImages 
TimeStepOutput=TimeStep 
FirstImageTimeOutput=FirstImageTime 
FinalBkgdSubtrOutput=FinalBkgdSubtr 
ImageLengthOutput=ImageLengthInput 
End 
 
Macro ProcessImage() 
//************************* 
Variable/G TestSubject, FirstInj, ImageNo, ImageNoNow, TimeStepOutput, 
ImageLengthOutput 
Variable/G FirstImageTimeOutput, ImageTime, FirstImageTime, FinalBkgdSubtrOutput 
String/G ExperimentNameOutput 
String ImageDesc, ExperimentSaveName, ExperimentSaveAsName 
InsertPoints numpnts(Time_Since_Injection),1, Time_Since_Injection 
InsertPoints numpnts(Integration1),1, Integration1 
InsertPoints numpnts(Integration2),1, Integration2 
InsertPoints numpnts(Integration3),1, Integration3 
ImageNoNow=ImageNo-1 
ImageTime=FirstImageTimeOutput+(ImageNoNow*TimeStepOutput) 
Time_Since_Injection[ImageNoNow]=ImageTime 
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LoadRawImage() 
SubtractDarkImage() 
SubtractBackground(0) 
MakeOverlayImage() 
DoWindow/F Graph3 
//ImageConvolv() 
Integration1[ImageNoNow]=ImageSumation(OverlayImage) 
DoWindow/F Graph4 
   if (NoExperimentImagesOutput==1) 
      ImageDesc=ExperimentNameOutput+".jpg" 
   endif 
 if (NoExperimentImagesOutput!=1)   
   if (ImageNo<=9) 
      ImageDesc=ExperimentNameOutput+"0"+num2str(ImageNo)+".jpg" 
   endif 
   if (ImageNo>=10 && ImageNo<=99) 
       ImageDesc=ExperimentNameOutput+num2str(ImageNo)+".jpg" 
   endif 
   if (ImageNo>=100 && ImageNo<=999) 
       ImageDesc=ExperimentNameOutput+num2str(ImageNo)+".jpg" 
   endif 
 endif   
   if (NoExperimentImagesOutput==1) 
      ExperimentSaveName=ExperimentNameOutput+".pxp" 
   endif 
 if (NoExperimentImagesOutput!=1)   
   if (ImageNo<=9) 
      ExperimentSaveName=ExperimentNameOutput+"0"+num2str(ImageNo)+".pxp" 
   endif 
   if (ImageNo>=10 && ImageNo<=99) 
      ExperimentSaveName=ExperimentNameOutput+num2str(ImageNo)+".pxp" 
   endif 
   if (ImageNo>=100 && ImageNo<=999) 
      ExperimentSaveName=ExperimentNameOutput+num2str(ImageNo)+".pxp" 
   endif 
 endif   
SavePICT/T="JPEG"/B=72/P=Path1 as ImageDesc 
SaveExperiment /P=Path1 as ExperimentSaveName 
SubtractDarkImage() 
SubtractBackground(FinalBkgdSubtrOutput) 
MakeOverlayImage() 
DoWindow/F Graph3 
//ImageConvolv() 
Integration2[ImageNoNow]=ImageSumation(OverlayImage) 
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DoWindow/F Graph4 
   if (NoExperimentImagesOutput==1) 
      ImageDesc=ExperimentNameOutput+"bkg.jpg" 
   endif 
 if (NoExperimentImagesOutput!=1)   
   if (ImageNo<=9) 
      ImageDesc=ExperimentNameOutput+"0"+num2str(ImageNo)+"bkg.jpg" 
   endif 
   if (ImageNo>=10 && ImageNo<=99) 
       ImageDesc=ExperimentNameOutput+num2str(ImageNo)+"bkg.jpg" 
   endif 
   if (ImageNo>=100 && ImageNo<=999) 
       ImageDesc=ExperimentNameOutput+num2str(ImageNo)+"bkg.jpg" 
   endif 
 endif   
SavePICT/T="JPEG"/B=72/P=Path1 as ImageDesc 
SaveExperiment /P=Path1 
   if (NoExperimentImagesOutput==1) 
      ExperimentSaveName=ExperimentNameOutput+".pxp" 
   endif 
 if (NoExperimentImagesOutput!=1)   
   if (ImageNo<=8) 
      ExperimentSaveAsName=ExperimentNameOutput+"0"+num2str(ImageNo+1)+".pxp" 
   endif 
   if (ImageNo>=9 && ImageNo<=98) 
      ExperimentSaveAsName=ExperimentNameOutput+num2str(ImageNo+1)+".pxp" 
   endif 
   if (ImageNo>=99 && ImageNo<=998) 
      ExperimentSaveAsName=ExperimentNameOutput+num2str(ImageNo+1)+".pxp" 
   endif 
 endif 
SaveExperiment /P=Path1 as ExperimentSaveAsName 
SubtractDarkImage() 
SubtractBackground(FinalBkgdSubtrOutput) 
MakeOverlayImage() 
DoWindow/F Graph3 
MatrixFilter gauss OverlayImage 
Integration3[ImageNoNow]=ImageSumation(OverlayImage) 
DoWindow/F Graph4 
   if (NoExperimentImagesOutput==1) 
      ImageDesc=ExperimentNameOutput+"bkgCF.jpg" 
   endif 
 if (NoExperimentImagesOutput!=1)   
   if (ImageNo<=9) 
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      ImageDesc=ExperimentNameOutput+"0"+num2str(ImageNo)+"bkgCF.jpg" 
   endif 
   if (ImageNo>=10 && ImageNo<=99) 
       ImageDesc=ExperimentNameOutput+num2str(ImageNo)+"bkgCF.jpg" 
   endif 
   if (ImageNo>=100 && ImageNo<=999) 
       ImageDesc=ExperimentNameOutput+num2str(ImageNo)+"bkgCF.jpg" 
   endif 
 endif   
  if (NoExperimentImagesOutput==1) 
    ExperimentSaveName=ExperimentNameOutput+".pxp" 
   endif 
 if (NoExperimentImagesOutput!=1)   
   if (ImageNo<=9) 
      ImageDesc=ExperimentNameOutput+"0"+num2str(ImageNo)+"bkgCF.jpg" 
   endif 
   if (ImageNo>=10 && ImageNo<=99) 
       ImageDesc=ExperimentNameOutput+num2str(ImageNo)+"bkgCF.jpg" 
   endif 
   if (ImageNo>=100 && ImageNo<=999) 
       ImageDesc=ExperimentNameOutput+num2str(ImageNo)+"bkgCF.jpg" 
   endif 
 endif   
SavePICT/T="JPEG"/B=72/P=Path1 as ImageDesc 
SaveExperiment /P=Path1 
   if (NoExperimentImagesOutput==1) 
      ExperimentSaveName=ExperimentNameOutput+".pxp" 
   endif 
 if (NoExperimentImagesOutput!=1)   
   if (ImageNo<=8) 
      ExperimentSaveAsName=ExperimentNameOutput+"0"+num2str(ImageNo+1)+".pxp" 
   endif 
   if (ImageNo>=9 && ImageNo<=98) 
      ExperimentSaveAsName=ExperimentNameOutput+num2str(ImageNo+1)+".pxp" 
   endif 
   if (ImageNo>=99 && ImageNo<=998) 
      ExperimentSaveAsName=ExperimentNameOutput+num2str(ImageNo+1)+".pxp" 
   endif 
 endif 
SaveExperiment /P=Path1 as ExperimentSaveAsName 
 
End 
 
Macro LoadRawImage() 
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//************************** 
 Variable k; Variable i; 
 Variable/G ImageNo, NoExperimentImagesOutput 
 String BaseWaveName; String WName 
 String GetFirstRawImageFile 
 String/G FirstRawImageFileOutput 
   if (NoExperimentImagesOutput==1) 
      GetFirstRawImageFile=FirstRawImageFileOutput+".fit" 
   endif 
 if (NoExperimentImagesOutput!=1) 
   if (ImageNo<=9) 
     GetFirstRawImageFile=FirstRawImageFileOutput+"0"+num2str(ImageNo)+".fit" 
   endif 
   if (ImageNo>=10 && ImageNo<=99) 
     GetFirstRawImageFile=FirstRawImageFileOutput+num2str(ImageNo)+".fit" 
   endif 
   if (ImageNo>=100 && ImageNo<=999) 
     GetFirstRawImageFile=FirstRawImageFileOutput+num2str(ImageNo)+".fit" 
   endif 
 endif 
 Silent 1; PauseUpdate; 
 Make /O/D/N=(768,512) RawImage 
 BaseWaveName="wave"; 
 GBLoadWave/O/Q/N=$BaseWaveName/T={80,80}/S=2880/W=512/U=768/U=768 
/P=Path1 GetFirstRawImageFile 
  k=0; 
  do 
   WName = BaseWaveName+num2str(k); 
        RawImage[][k] = $WName[p];    
        KillWaves $WName; 
        k=k+1; 
 while (k<=511); 
 ResumeUpdate;      
EndMacro 
 
Macro LoadFirstDarkImage() 
//******************************** 
 Variable k; Variable i; 
 String BaseWaveName; String WName 
 
 Silent 1; PauseUpdate; 
 Make /O/D/N=(768,512) Dark1 
 BaseWaveName="wave"; 
 GBLoadWave/O/Q/N=$BaseWaveName/T={80,80}/S=2880/W=512/U=768 /I 
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  k=0; 
  do 
   WName = BaseWaveName+num2str(k); 
        Dark1[][k] = $WName[p];    
        KillWaves $WName; 
        k=k+1; 
  while (k<=511); 
    Dark=Dark1/ImageLengthOutput 
 
 EndMacro 
 
Macro LoadSecondDarkImage() 
//************************************ 
 Variable k; Variable i; 
 String BaseWaveName; String WName 
 
 Silent 1; PauseUpdate; 
 Make /O/D/N=(768,512) Dark2 
 BaseWaveName="wave"; 
 GBLoadWave/O/Q/N=$BaseWaveName/T={80,80}/S=2880/W=512/U=768 /I 
  k=0; 
  do 
   WName = BaseWaveName+num2str(k); 
        Dark2[][k] = $WName[p];    
        KillWaves $WName; 
        k=k+1; 
  while (k<=511); 
  Dark=(Dark1+Dark2)/2/ImageLengthOuptut; 
 EndMacro 
 
 
 
Macro SubtractDarkImage() 
//******************************* 
 Silent 1; PauseUpdate; 
 Duplicate/O  RawImage, CalibImage; 
  CalibImage=RawImage/ImageLengthOutput-Dark; 
 ResumeUpdate;      
EndMacro 
 
Macro NoDarkImageSubtract() 
//********************************** 
 Silent 1; PauseUpdate; 
 Duplicate/O  RawImage, CalibImage; 
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 ResumeUpdate;      
EndMacro 
 
Macro LoadLightImage() 
//************************************ 
 Variable k; Variable i; 
 String BaseWaveName; String WName 
 
 Silent 1; PauseUpdate; 
 Make /O/D/N=(768,512) LightImage 
 BaseWaveName="wave"; 
 GBLoadWave/O/Q/N=$BaseWaveName/T={80,80}/S=2880/W=512/U=768 /I 
  k=0; 
  do 
   WName = BaseWaveName+num2str(k); 
        LightImage[][k] = $WName[p];    
        KillWaves $WName; 
        k=k+1; 
  while (k<=511); 
 EndMacro 
 
Macro SubtractBackground(BackgroundLevel) 
//***************************************************** 
Variable BackgroundLevel 
 
 Silent 1; PauseUpdate; 
// CalibImage=max(CalibImage-BackgroundLevel,0) 
  MakeBackgroundZero(CalibImage, BackgroundLevel) 
 
 ResumeUpdate; 
End 
 
Macro MakeOverlayImage() 
//********************************** 
 Silent 1; PauseUpdate; 
 // Variable/G TestSubject, ImageTime, ImageNo 
 String TitleText 
  
 Duplicate/O  CalibImage, OverlayImage; 
  
 EraseZeros(OverlayImage); 
      
TitleTextBox(TestSubject,ImageNo,ImageTime,FinalBkgdSubtrOutput,ImageLengthOutput) 
 ResumeUpdate;      
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EndMacro 
  
Function EraseZeros(Wave) 
//******************************* 
wave Wave; 
 
Variable i  
Variable j 
 
 i=0; 
   do 
   j=0; 
   do 
    if (Wave[i][j] == 0) 
      Wave[i][j] = NaN; 
    endif 
    j = j + 1; 
   while (j < DimSize(Wave,1)) 
   i = i + 1; 
  while (i <DimSize(Wave,0))  
End  
 
 
Function MakeBackgroundZero(Wave, Background) 
//********************************************************** 
Variable Background 
wave Wave 
 
Variable i = 0 
Variable j 
 
 i=0; 
   do 
   j=0; 
   do 
    if (Wave[i][j] <= Background) 
      Wave[i][j] = 0; 
    endif 
    j = j + 1; 
   while (j < DimSize(Wave,1)) 
   i = i + 1; 
  while (i <DimSize(Wave,0))  
End  
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 Macro ColorLegend(Lmin, Lmax) 
//*************************************** 
Variable Lmin, Lmax 
 
// Make/O/N=(1,4096) vlegend  // 1 row, 4096 columns 
// WaveStats/Q OverlayImage  // V_min and V_max contain image data range 
 
 SetScale/I y,Lmin,Lmax,"" vlegend 
 
 vlegend= y  // Build ramp from min to max 
  
 ModifyImage OverlayImage ctab= {Lmin,Lmax,Rainbow,1};DelayUpdate 
      ModifyImage vlegend ctab= {Lmin,Lmax,Rainbow,1} 
      SetAxis vright Lmin,Lmax 
EndMacro 
 
Macro IntegrateImage() 
//************************* 
    Print  ImageSumation(OverlayImage) 
End 
 
 
Macro IntegrateROI() 
//********************** 
Duplicate/o CalibImage, IntImage 
IntImage=CalibImage*M_ROIMask 
    Print  ImageSumation(IntImage) 
     
End 
 
Function ImageSumation(WName) 
//************************************** 
Wave WName 
Variable NColumns, NRows, i,j 
Variable/G ImageSum 
 
 NRows = DimSize(WName,0) 
 NColumns = DimSize(WName,1) 
 ImageSum = 0 
 For(i = 0;i<NRows;i=i+1)  
  For(j = 0;j<NColumns;j=j+1) 
    if(WName[i][j]>0) 
    ImageSum=ImageSum+WName[i][j]       
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    endif  
  endfor   
 endfor 
 return ImageSum            
End 
 
 
Function 
TitleTextBox(TestSubject,ImageNo,ImageTime,FinalBkgdSubtrOutput,ImageLengthOutput) 
//*********************************************************** 
   Variable TestSubject, ImageNo, ImageTime, FinalBkgdSubtrOutput,ImageLengthOutput 
   String TitleText, AxisNote 
   String/G ExperimentDate, ExperimentNameOutput, ExperimentDateOutput 
  
   sprintf TitleText, "\\JCMouse #%4d, %s\r\\JCTime Following SC Luciferin and 2-1/2%% 
Isoflurane Anesthesia = %3d Min\r\\JCImage Length = %3.1f Min, Bkgd. Subtr. = %3d 
rlu\r\JC(Image and Scale in rlu/min)", TestSubject, ExperimentDateOutput, 
ImageTime,ImageLengthOutput,FinalBkgdSubtrOutput 
   TextBox/W=Graph4/C/N=TitleBox/A=LT/S=1 TitleText 
   // sprintf AxisNote, "\\Z08Scale and Image\rin RLU/Min" 
   // TextBox/W=Graph4/C/N=AxisNote/A=LT/S=0 AxisNote 
End 
 
Function ImageConvolv() 
//*************************** 
   WMCreateImageFilterPanel() 
   PauseForUser Panel2 
   DoWindow/K Panel2                   //Kill Panel2, Filters window 
        //DoWindow/B Panel2 
End 
 
 
Window Integrated_Images() : Table 
//**************************************** 
 PauseUpdate; Silent 1  // building window... 
 Edit/W=(5.25,41.75,510,216.5) Time_Since_Injection,Integration1,Integration2 
EndMacro 
 




